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FOREWORD

This report was prepared for the Department of the Air Force,
Ballistic Missile Office (BMO), in compliance with Contract No.
F04704-80-C-0006, Task 4.5. The report, in three volumes,
describes and evaluates procedures for shelter layouts and
field studies consisting of land and environmental surveys and
geotechnical inspections of sites and some road corridors in the
IOC valleys.

Volume I presents an overview of the program, evaluates the
procedures and summarizes the findings in Dry Lake Valley,
Nevada, and Pine and Wah Wah valleys, Utah. Volume II describes
in two parts the biological resources of the area. Volume III,
describes the cultural resources and is divided into Part I-Dry
Lake Valley and this volume, Part II-Pine and Wah Wah valleys.

Changes to the baseline criteria and requirements made during
the field surveys include:

o Deletion of the Remote Surveillance Sites (RSSs) as of 12
March 1981;

o Major rerouting of the Designated Transportation Network
(DTN) in northern Wah Wah Valley; and

o Modification of the road pattern from straight-line to
direct-connect.

No shelter relocations or reorientations were made as a result
of the baseline change from straight-line cluster roads to
direct-connect roads. Recent layout studies indicate that
shelter sites investigated for the study can be used for the
direct connect concept, however, the orientation of some shel-
ters could be improved if new direct connect layouts were
performed. It is expected that most or all of the CMF sites
will have to be relocated for the direct-connect concept.

Additional studies are planned as part of the IOC program.
These include:

o Consultations with Utah and Nevada State Historic Preserva-
tion Offices (SHPO) to evaluate significance of sites in the
IOC valleys and their potential for inclusion in the National
Register of Historic Places;

o determination of project effects on significant cultural
resources;

o development of possible cultural resource mitigation mea-
sures; and
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o Native American consultations.

The results of these additional tasks will be incorporated in
revisions of Volume III of this report and in a supplemental
report which will be complete during FY 82.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

In April and May of 1980, the AFRCE proposed to initiate field

studies in selected Nevada and Utah valleys for the purposes of

testing cluster layout procedures and determining potential

field problems in actual shelter siting. Dry Lake, Nevada, was

selected because it was large enough to support 10 clusters and

was relatively close to the proposed Operational Base (OB) site

in Coyote Spring Valley. Pine and Wah Wah valleys, Utah, were

selected because they were the closest valleys to proposed OB

sites near the towns of Beryl and Milford and, together, could

support 10 clusters (Figure 1-1).

According to present Air Force plans, there is to be an Initial

Operational Capability (IOC) of 10 clusters by mid-1986. There

is a high likelihood that shelter construction would start

either in Dry Lake Valley, Nevada, or Pine and Wah Wah valleys,

Utah, to meet the IOC schedule. For this reason, the present

program is referred to as field surveys, IOC valleys.

The intent of the IOC field surveys program was to support

the development of the siting methodology and the land with-

drawal application being submitted to Congress by the U.S.

Air Force. The land withdrawal package must include a legal

description of federal lands to be withdrawn for MX. The

field program for the IOC valleys was developed after consulta-

tions with AFRCE-MX and Utah and Nevada state offices of the

Bureau of Land Management (BLM).

5Erta
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1.2 OBJECTIVES

The primary objectives of the IOC field surveys were to:

o Identify problems associated with siting criteria or layout
procedures by actually locating Horizontal Shelter Sites
(HSSs), Cluster Maintenance Facilities (CMFs) and Remote
Surveillance Sites (RSSs) in the field;

o Assess environmental and geotechnical conditions at the shel-
ter, CMF, and RSS sites and along a few road corridors and
determine what changes are needed to minimize impacts;

o Develop a methodology for performing field surveys in the
Designated Deployment Area (DDA); and

o Provide legal descriptions of surveyed sites for the land
withdrawal application.

The elements of the program are as follows:

o Complete shelter layouts for Dry Lake, Pine, and Wah Wah
valleys at a scale of 1:62,500 showing all shelter, CMF, and
RSS sites (Figures 1-2, 1-3 and 1-4).

o Submit layouts to BMO/AFRCE for review. Modify the layouts,
$ if needed, in accordance with review comments.

o Transfer the layout to 1:9600 scale topographic maps. Adjust

site locations, if necessary, to avoid drainages and other
features that can be identified on the drawings at this
scale.

o Determine the state plane coordinates and bearings of all
structures. In Dry Lake Valley, determine the coordinates of
points of intersection of the Designated Transportation Net-
work (DTN) and Cluster 2 roads. Provide the land surveyors
with these data.

o Perform field surveys to locate and monument each site and
stake the centerline of the DTN and Cluster 2 roads in Dry
Lake Valley.

o Perform geotechnical inspection of sites to determine if they
are located in suitable area and to evaluate site-specific
geotechnical and terrain conditions. Based on evaluations,
recommend which sites should be relocated.

o Inventory cultural resources including prehistoric and
historical artifacts and sites and determine which resources
may be adversely affected by project construction. Based on
consultation with Bureau of Land Management archeologists,

9 E Ertue
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make recommendations to mitigate adverse effects on resources
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places or
considered significant for other reasons.

o Perform biological field surveys to determine the location of
sensitive, threatened, and endangered plant and wildlife
species that may be adversely affected by project construc-
tion. Recommend mitigative measures, when possible, based
upon consultation with personnel from state and federal
agencies.

o Submit recommendations to BMO/AFRCE for field and office
review. After final decisions have been made regarding the
number of sites to be relocated, layouts are revised, new
coordinates are generated, sites are resurveyed, and monu-
mented, and environmental surveys are completed.

o Prepare legal descriptions of the land at each site that will
be withdrawn from public use.

o Prepare an environmental report and general report of the
program.

The layouts for Dry Lake, Pine, and Wah Wah valleys, at a scale

of 1:9600, were completed 8 September 1980, 25 November 1980,

and 8 January 1981, respectively. Locating existing survey

controls and establishing a control grid over Dry Lake Valley

began on 28 August 1980; surveying and monumenting shelter sites

began shortly thereafter. The cultural resources and biological

field surveys and geotechnical inspections began 29 September

1980 in Dry Lake Valley and were completed for all valleys on 15

March 1981. An effort was made to complete as much field work

as possible by December 1980 knowing there would be delays in

the winter months because of weather conditions. A completed

schedule is shown in Figure 1-5.

1.3 REPORT ORGANIZATION

This report presents a description of the data and techniques

used to derive shelter layouts. Valley specific information

and results of the field surveys for the three IOC valleys are

~Ertac
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summarized. An evaluation of the methods and techniques forms

t the basis for recommended program and method changes.

The report consists of three volumes. Volumes II and III

contain two parts which are bound separately. The conter..s of

each volume are as follows:

Volume I - Program Overview and Methodology;

Volume II, Part I - Biological Resources, Dry Lake Valley,
Nevada;

Volume II, Part II - Biological Resources, Pine and Wah Wah
valleys, Utah;

Volume III, Part I - Cultural Resources, Dry Lake Valley,
Nevada; and

Volume III, Part II - Cultural Resources, Pine and Wah Wah
valleys, Utah.

This volume (Volume III, Part II) presents the methodology for

and the results of cultural resources surveys of 10 CMFs, 8

RSSs, and 230 HSSs in Pine and Wah Wah Valleys, Utah (Figure

1-6). These surveys were conducted in Beaver and Millard Coun-

ties, Utah, between 31 October 1980 and 12 March 1981. Back-

ground research methods and results for this study are presented

in Section 2.0, field survey methods and results are presented

in Section 3.0, National Register of Historic Places Recommenda-

tions are given in Section 4.0, and cultural resources mitiga-

tion recommendations are given in Section 5.0. Section 6.0

contains a list of references cited in the text. Appendices

include a list of preparers, agencies, institutions, and indivi-

duals consulted, shelter summary tables including legal descrip-

tions, map references, and archeological sites discovered in

Pine and Wah Wah valleys, and the Bureau of Land Management let-

ter on significance and avoidance mitigation criteria.

1 1
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2.0 BACKGROUND RESEARCH

2.1 METHODS

The methods used to obtain background data on the environment,

prehistory, ethnography, and history of Pine and Wah Wah Valleys

consisted of library research, visits to agencies and institu-

tions with information on the project area, and consultations

with persons familiar with Pine and Wah Wah Valleys.

Records searches for known archeological and historical sites

were conducted at the University of Utah Archeological Cen er,

The Utah State Historical Society Antiquities Section, and the

Bureau of Land Management Utah State Office. A table of agen-

cies, institutions, and individuals consulted is included in

Appendix B.

2.2 RESULTS

The results of the background literature, records searches, and

consultations are presented in the following sections. Section

2.2.1 discusses the present environment and the paleoenviron-

mental characteristics of the valleys. Section 2.2.2 provides

an overview of previous archeological research and known archeo-

logical sites in Pine and Wah Wah valleys. Section 2.2.3 dis-

cusses the ethnographic occupants of southwestern Utah, and

Section 2.2.4 considers the historic period.

2.2.1 General Physiographic and Environmental Description

Pine Valley is located in southwestern Utah and includes por-

tions of Beaver and Millard counties. The total area of Pine

EErte
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Valley is 730 square miles (1890 km2 ); the elevation range of

the valley floor is 5087 feet (1551 m) to 6396 feet (1950 m).

The valley is bounded on the west and southwest by the Needles

and the Indian Peak Ranges, at elevations of up to 9790 feet

(2980 m). The Wah Wah Mountains, with peaks of up to 9000 feet

(2740 m), constitute the eastern boundary of Pine Valley. To

the north is Snake Valley, the Tunnel Spring Mountains, and the

Ferguson Desert.

On the eastern side of the Wah Wah Range is Wah Wah Valley,

encompassing an area of 600 square miles (1550 km2 ) in portions

of Millard and Beaver counties. Valley floor elevations range

* from 4694 feet (1431 m) to 5595 feet (1706 m). The southern

portion of Wah Wah Valley merges with the Escalante Desert. On

the east, the valley is bounded by the San Francisco Mountains,

with elevations reaching 9660 feet (2944 m). Sevier Lake and

Whirlwind and Tule valleys border the north end of Wah Wah

Valley.

Both valleys are typical of the Basin and Range Province,

characterized by parallel, north-south trending mountain ranges,

separated by hydrologically closed basins. Pine and Wah Wah

valleys each have hardpan-playas in their lowest areas. State

Highway 21 runs roughly northwest-southeast through both val-

leys. The nearest town is Milford, Utah, which is 20 miles east

of Wah Wah Valley and 36 miles east of Pine Valley.

a. Geology. The geological characteristics of Pine and Wah Wah

valleys are presented below. This discussion focuses on those

LErtac 4A
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geological resources that may have been important for prehis-

toric and historic use of the area.

Pine Valley: Pine and Wah Wah valleys are closed alluvial

basins. The central part of Pine Valley consists primarily of

alluvial fans of intermediate age and channel deposits, with

playa deposits in the Pine Valley Hardpan. One feature of

Pine Valley is a large active dune field near the hardpan in

the northeastern area of the valley. Lake Bonneville deposits

do not occur in Pine Valley, although there may be lacustrine

deposits from smaller, local Pleistocene lakes beneath the

Quaternary alluvial fill in the valley.

wah Wah Valley: The floor of Wah Wah Valley is composed of

Quaternary alluvium and lacustrine deposits, including fans,

channel deposits, and ancient Lake Bonneville sediments. Playa

deposits occur in the Wah Wah Valley Hardpan. Sand dunes are

limited to areas north of Wah Wah Valley Hardpan.

Lithic outcrops that could have provided materials for tool

manufacture during prehistoric times within the valleys include

large quartzite outcrops in northeastern Pine Valley, associated

with Crystal Peak, and rhyolite outcrops at the southern end of

Wah Wah Valley. Chert nodules and chunks, some large enough for

use in tool manufacture, are found on the western alluvial

slopes of Wah Wah Valley.

Surrounding Mountain Ranges: The Wah Wah Mountains between

the two valleys consist primarily of Paleozoic limestones,

-ErtaW
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dolomites, and quartzites, with extensive Tertiary lavas and

ash-flow tuffs at the southern end of the range. The Needle

Mountains on the western side of Pine Valley consist of Paleo-

zoic carbonates and quartzites capped by Tertiary volcanic

rocks. The San Francisco Mountains on the eastern side of Wah

Wah Valley are comprised primarily of Paleozoic limestone,

carbonate, and quartzite, with overthrust Pre-Cambrian quart-

zites and phyllites; extrusive Tertiary volcanic rocks are also

present. Various non-ferrous metals, notably silver, have been

mined in the San Francisco Mountains for over one hundred years.

Numerous small fault systems occur within the valleys and

surrounding mountain ranges.

b. Hydrology. The nature and distribution of water resources

were extremely important to prehistoric and historic populations

in the Great Basin.

Pine Valley: There is no inflow or outflow of surface water

to or from the Pine Valley watershed. Surface flow within the

valley results primarily from precipitation, which averages 10.6

inches (27 cm) per year. A well-developed stream system extends

from the mountains on both sides of the valley to the playa.

Springs also occur in the valley, mostly on the western flanks,

with some in the southeastern valley foothills.

Wah Wah Valley: Wah Wah Valley is also a topographically closed

basin with no surface inflow or outflow. The average annual

precipitation is 9 inches (23 cm). A number of ephemeral
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streams and several springs flow from the mountains around the

valley towards the Wah Wah Valley Hardpan. The major springs

are Wah Wah Springs on the west side of the valley and Squaw

Springs on the east side. A low topographic divide separates

Wah Wah Valley from Sevier Lake to the north, although hydro-

logic data suggests there is some groundwater flow from Wah Wah

Valley into the Sevier Lake basin.

c. Vegetation. Pine and Wah Wah valleys lie within the Artemi-

sia belt of the Upper Sonoran zone which is dominated by sage-

brush, greasewood, and pinyon-juniper plant associations (Euler,

1966; Rudy, 1953; Steward, 1938). The flora is adapted to semi-

arid conditions, cold winters, and hot summers. On the alluvial

fans of Pine Valley (except in the southern portion) and Wah Wah

Valley, little rabbitbrush (Chrysothamnus greenei and C. visci-

diflorus) and shadscale (Atriplex confertifolia) associations

are the most common. The southern part of Pine Valley is

characterized by a sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata) associa-

tion. The alluvial plains are covered by winterfat (Ceratoides

lanata) or greasewood (Sarcobatus vermiculatus) associations,

with some barren playa areas, notably the Pine Valley Hardpan

and the Wah Wah Valley Hardpan.

In Pine Valley, Indian ricegrass (Oryzopsis hymenoides) is an

abundant species. Grasses are usually limited in the Upper

Scnoran zone due to aridity (Euler, 1966; Rudy, 1953), but the

last two years have been wet in Pine Valley greatly augmenting

the growth of grass. This may more closely reflect the prehis-
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toric environment, as there were probably more grasses before

the introduction of cattle and sheep in the Great Basin valleys

(Young et al., 1976). Some of the higher alluvial fans in Pine

Valley are in the pinyon-juniper association belt, and a few

juniper trees (Juniperus osteosperma) occur on the higher fans

in Wah Wah Valley.

Ethnographic Use of Native Plants: The economy of the ethno-

graphic populations of the eastern Great Basin was based essen-

tially on the gathering of wild plant foods, including a wide

variety of grasses, seeds, berries, roots, fruits, and nuts.

The seasonal and geographic distribution of edible plants guided

the movements of people and the locations of settlements. In

the Artemisia belt, grasses were the most important resource

exploited. Winter villages were located in the upper portions

of this belt, against the mountains near springs and streams

(Steward, 1938), and near the pinyon-juniper belt.

The seeds of Indian ricegrass, which is found at various eleva-

tions, provided a fairly constant food source during ethno-

graphic times. The nuts of pinyon pines (Pinus monophylla and

P. edulis), which occur in the pinyon-juniper belt in the foot-

hills surrounding the valley floors, were also important,

especially during the fall. On the valley floors, sagebrush

(Artemisia tridentata and A. nova), which was eaten in times of

food shortage (Steward, 1938), numerous grasses, yucca (Yucca

baccata and others), cacti, especially prickly pear (Opuntia

basilaris and others), saltbrush (Atriplex canescens), shadscale
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(Atriplex confertifolia), and juniper (Juniperus osteosperma)

provided additional sources of food.

Historic Use of Native Plants: The arrival of Euroamerican

peoples in the Great Basin resulted in drastic changes in native

vegetation patterns. Grazing reduced the grasses on the valley

floors, which were replaced by various shrub associations. Only

in areas where grazing has not occurred for some time, such as

the Nevada Test Site, are native grasses beginning to regain

their earlier abundance and distribution (Fowler et al., 1981).

Pinyon, too, was greatly reduced in mining areas, where the

trees were cut for timbers to use in the mines. Such deteriora-

tion of plant populations, which had provided staple food

supplies to ethnographic groups, often resulted in the decline

of human populations.

d. Wildlife. In the Basin and Range Province, small game such
as r~bbits and rodents are most plentiful. Jackrabbits (Lepus

californicus) are especially common as are a wide variety of

squirrels, mice, and rats. Badger (Taxidea taxus), foxes

(Vulpes spp.), and coyote (Canis latrans) occur in the valleys,

and larger game, including mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus),

antelope (Antilocapra americana), mountain sheep (Ovis canaden-

sis), and elk (Cervus canadensis) also inhabit the area. A

large herd of Pronghorn antelope occupies Pine Valley, and there

is a small herd in Wah Wah Valley. Elk have been reported

in southwestern Pine Valley in the Needle Range. Various
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reptiles, such as snakes, lizards, birds, and insects also

inhabit the valley regions.

Ethnographic Use of Wildlife: The great diversity of fauna

exploited by prehistoric peoples provided food, as well as

skins, bones, and other materials used in manufacturing a

variety of items. Steward (1938) reports that approximately

one third of the mammalian species found in the Southern Paiute

territory were used as food. Small game provided a large por-

tion of the animal protein in the aboriginal diet. Jackrabbits

were captured during large communal net drives in the fall on

the valley floors. Rodents were usually taken individually.

Large game species were taken less frequently, but were valuable

sources of food and skins. Mule deer were the most important

large game (Steward, 1938; Euler, 1966), although elk, mountain

sheep, bison, antelope, and bear were also hunted for food

(Stewart, 1942). Large game was hunted by individual hunters

with bow and arrow or during group drives, as was the case with

antelope. Edible insects, such as ants, crickets, and worms

(Stewart, 1942), as well as birds and reptiles were important

elements of the aboriginal diet (Euler, 1966; Kelly, 1964;

Steward, 1938; Stewart, 1942).

Historic Use of Wildlife: The effects of Euroamerican activity

have been most noticeable among the large game species. Grazing

competition between native animals and domestic livestock has

undoubtedly occurred. In some areas, over-hunting has reduced
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animal populations, and the establishment of towns has also

altered wildlife distribution.

e. Paleoenvironments

The environment has not remained constant in the Great Basin.

During the pluvial period 24,000 to 12,000 years B.P. (Before

Present), deep lakes were characteristic (Mehringer, 1977).

Lake Bonneville covered much of western Utah during this period.

Evidence of Lake Bonneville's extent is found throughout the

northeastern Great Basin in beach lines, terraces, deltas, bars,

dunes, arroyo cuts, and lake sediments. While recent studies of

pollen and plant macrofossils, especially from wood rat middens,

peat bog cores, fossil animals, and tree rings (dendroclimato-

logy) have been important in understanding pluvial and post

pluvial climates (Mehringer, 1977; Currey and James, 1981), at

present, knowledge of former environments in Pine and Wah Wah

Valleys must be drawn from other areas, since little paleo-

environmental work has been done for this specific region.

About 12,000-10,000 B.P., the last pluvial lakes shrank, and

many rivers and springs dried. Plant macrofossils from wood rat

middens in the Snake Range west of Pine Valley provide evidence

of the transition from mesic to more xeric conditions between

11,000 and 10,500 B.P. A large freshwater lake, Lake Gunnison,

covered the Sevier Desert at the north end of Wah Wah Valley

until about the same time, although the paleoenvironmental

situation of Sevier Lake is still poorly understood (Currey

and James, 1981). Megafauna, including horse, camel, mammoth,
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musk ox, and certain species of bison, goat, and bear, which

had previously inhabited the marsh and grassland areas near the

lakes, became extinct at the latest by 7000 B.P. in the Bonne-

ville basin (Currey and James, 1981). Carbon 14 dates from

archeological and paleontological sites in the Great Basin

indicate that few megafauna survived past 10,000 B.P. (Grayson,

1981).

Since the disappearance of the pluvial lakes at about 10,000

B.P. the general climatic trend has been toward increasing

aridity. However, significantly cooler moister periods appear

to have occurred shortly before 10,000 B.P., shortly after 3000

B.P., and in the last few centuries. A significant hot dry

period is indicated shortly after 7000 B.P. Less substantial

evidence indicates possible maxima at about 8000 B.P. and at

5000 B.P. (Currey and James, 1981). However more data are

required to support these theses, and given evidence of intra-

regional climatic variation, broad generalizations are difficult

to maintain (Mehringer, 1977).

Although climatic shifts, since the disappearance of the pluvial

lakes 10,000 years ago, have never approached the magnitude of

those associated with the end of the Pleistocene, "there were

several periods when regional climatic change was sufficient

to warrant investigations of its possible influence on human

populations" (Mehringer, 1977).

In low rainfall areas, such as the Great Basin, an increase of

only a few inches of precipitation per year causes a marked
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increase in the density of plant species. Increased plant cover

in turn, may cause an increase in animal populations. As a re-

sult the area immediately becomes more attractive for human use.

Grayson (in press) presents evidence that certain mammals

inhabited areas in the Great Basin during the Holocene where

they are not found now, and speculates that there were species

of animals inhabiting the Great Basin during the Holocene that

have become extinct throughout the entire region. Local re-

source fluctuation certainly would have influenced human

use of the environment (Aikens, 1980).

2.2.2. Prehistoric Overview

This section summarizes previously known archeological data from

the eastern Great Basin in general, for southwestern Utah, and

for Pine and Wah Wah valleys. A regional chronology is pre-

sented first to provide a basis for discussion. Following this,

previous investigations in southwestern Utah are considered and

data on previously recorded sites are presented.

2.2.2.1. Regional Chronology

Four temporal periods or cultural stages are defined for the

prehistoric period of the eastern Great Basin in Utah: Paleo-

Indian, Western Archaic, Anasazi-Fremont, and Shoshone. A ten-

tative chronology follows.

Cultural Tradition Approximate Time Period

Paleo-Indian 11,000-12,000 B.P. to 7,000-8,000 B.P.
Western Archaic 10,000 B.P. to historic times
Anasazi 1,500 A.D. to 1,300 A.D.
Fremont 500 A.D. to 1,300 A.D.
Shoshone 1,300 A.D. to historic times
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a. Paleo-Indian: The evidence from Utah for a Paleo-Indian,

or early big game hunting, cultural tradition is minimal.

However, some evidence does exist for human occupation as

early as 12,000 B.P. (Bryan, 1977). Two traditions are recog-

nized as predating the Western Archaic: the "chopper-scraper"

industry and the big game hunting complex. The Paleo-Indian

period is usually given a temporal span of approximately 11,000-

12,000 B.P. to 7000-8000 B.P., based on comparisons with datable

materials from other areas (Hauck, 1977; Hester, 1973; Aikens,

1978a).

The poorly understood chopper-scraper industry is represented

by a complex of large, crude scrapers, choppers, and knives

which often occur in association with post-Pleistocene lakes

(Jennings, 1978) where peoples may have focused on big game

and lakeside resources. This complex was first examined in a

controlled situation at the C.W. Harris site in California

(Warren, 1966 and 1967). Here, Warren (1967) assigned the term

"San Dieguito" to the tool complex hypothesized to represent a

hunting culture dating from 10,000 to 8000 B.P.

San Diequito type assemblages tend to be located along the

western edge of the Great Basin, and extend north to the Colum-

bia Plateau (Warren, 1967; Jennings, 1978). Typologically

comparable specimens are noted in Utah on the Ouray Wildlife

Refuge, where limited surface deposits of large crude bi-

faces, edge chipped pebbles, elongated knives, and scrapers

are recorded (Jennings, 1978), and at Smith Creek Cave, on
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the western flank of Snake Valley in extreme eastern Nevada

(Bryan, 1977). Smith Creek Cave contains an assemblage carbon

14 dated to 12,000-10,000 years B.P., consisting of steep edged

scrapers, elongated stemmed points, knives, and reworked point

bases. This San Diequito-type assemblage apparently represents

an occupation by people who prepared hides of bison, camel, and

other artiodactyls.

The second early tradition is a big game hunting complex. The

well-known Llano and Folsom phases are associated with the

hunting of now-extinct large game, while the Plano phase peoples

hunted modern species. Although no big game hunting sites have

been excavated in Utah, 20 isolated Clovis and Folsom points are

recorded (Fike, 1981). However, it should be noted that "there

are no sites from this region that unequivocally document human

predation on late Pleistocene mammals" (Grayson, 1981). The

presence of Plano peoples in Utah is poorly documented (Hauck,

1977).

The Llano cultural phase is characterized by mammoth hunting

and dates from approximately 12,000 to 10,000 B.P. (Hauck,

1977). A number of Clovis points, associated with the Llano

phase, are known from Utah. In the vicinity of the project

area, these include 42Be93, a potential Clovis site near Mil-

ford; 421n110, an isolated Clovis point located in the Escalante

Desert just west of Modena; 42Jb180, an isolated Clovis point

located in the Sevier Desert near Leamington; and a possible

Clovis component at 42Md300 in the Sevier Desert near Clear Lake

(Fike, 1981).
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The subsequent Folsom phase, dating from approximately 11,000 to

9000 B.P., is associated with the hunting of extinct bison, and

represented by the Folsom point (Hauck, 1977). Folsom sites in

the vicinity of the project area include 421n462, an isolated

Folsom point located in the Escalante Desert south of the Wah

Wah Mountains; 42Md381 and 42Md454, Folsom isolates located in

the Sevier Desert near Delta; and a possible Folsom component at

42Md300 in the Sevier Desert near Clear Lake (Fike, 1981).

During the Plano phase, 9000 to 7000 B.P., the basic subsistence

pattern continued to be the hunting of big game, particularly

bison (Hauck, 1977). A diversity of projectile points charac-

terize the Plano phase, particularly lanceolate, nonfluted

forms. In the vicinity of the project area, Keller and Hunt

(1967) report a number of surface artifacts from the Escalante

Desert in southwestern Utah which are similar to types regarded

elsewhere as Llano or Plano (Jennings, 1978). However, in

general the Plano phase is poorly represented in Utah, and most

Plano sites are located in the High Plains east of the Rocky

Mountains (Hauck, 1977).

b. Western Archaic: The Westgrn Archaic tradition is rep-

resented from an early date in the eastern Great Basin and

persists into hisLoric times, when Shoshone peoples represent

the ethnographic end of the sequence. The term "Western Archaic"

has been used to describe the cultural adaptation to the arid,

desert conditions which have typified much of the Great Basin

since the end of the Pleistocene (Jennings, 1974). The Western
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Archaic tradition is characterized by the hunting and gathering

of a wide variety of plant species and small game. Small groups

of people moved frequently in a yearly cycle between mountains

and valley bottoms, following the seasonal and geographic

distribution of food resourc's (Aikens, 1978b). Areas with

abundant localized resources, such as marshes, allowed more

sedentary occupations at times (Fowler et al., 1980). Most

sites were temporary, however, and population remained sparse.

Diagnostic artifacts include milling stones, basketry, projec-

tile points, and an array of stone, bone, and other tools

evidencing both specialized tasks and wide technological skills

(Jennings, 1974).

The Western Archaic pattern is essentially like the lifeway

described by Steward (1938) for ethnographic peoples of the

Basin and Plateau. This pattern provided a stable existence

through the development of highly adapted subsistence patterns.

The traditional view of the impoverishment of the Great Basin

environment grossly underestimates both natural and cultural

resources. The seemingly harsh environment provided 65 plant

species at Danger Cave and 40 animal species at Hogup Cave

many of which were used as food, as well as the raw materials

for tools, utensils, clothing, ritual items and medicine. Very

few materials were imported (Jennings, 1978).

Much remains to be learned about the Western Archaic lifeway in

the Great Basin. However, recent studies reveal a great deal of

variability across space and time (Fowler et al., 1980). Adova-
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sio and Fry (1972) describe the Western Archaic as a series of

regional and subregional adaptations to diverse micro-environ-

ments, with a flexible subsistence pattern that was based on an

awareness of the available plant and animal species. Th e

subsistence pattern within any given area undoubtedly varied

through time depending upon fluctuations in the abundance and

distribution of local food resources. Therefore, generaliza-

tions about subsistence and settlement are difficult to make due

to a high degree of variability between conditions in individual

subregions of the Great Basin.

Numerous Western Archaic sites are known from Utah. Several

sites have been excavated and reported. Stratified, artifact-

rich cave sites, in particular, have outlined a consistent

Western Archaic pattern for thousands of years. The oldest

known occupation is at Danger Cave in northwestern Utah, dated

between 10,300 B.P. and post-A.D. 1, although there may have

been intervals when the cave was not occupied (Jennings, 1957,

1978). Nearby Hogup Cave (Aikens, 1970) covers a time span of

8400 B.P. to A.D. 1470. These caves have well-stratified

deposits, numerous perishable and non-perishable artifacts,

and abundant evidence of the plants and animals exploited by

the inhabitants. Together, these caves present a picture of

Archaic life in Utah for close to 10,000 years. Jennings (1978)

considers Danger and Hogup caves to represent the "purest

manifestation" of the Western Archaic in the eastern Great

Basin. Even so, these two caves were only one stop within the
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yearly cycles of the Western Archaic groups which utilized them.

Danger and Hogup caves seem to have been inhabited only during

the autumn, when local pickleweed and rushes were in fruit

(Jennings, 1978), but this fall occupation occurred repeatedly

over thousands of years.

A number of other shelter and cave sites in Utah evidence the

same pattern. Cowboy Cave, in southeastern Utah, was a special-

ized grass seed gathering and milling station occupied during

the summer season from 8300 B.P. to 1200 B.P. (Jennings, 1978).

Sudden Shelter, in central Utah, also served as a base camp

during the summer. Groups of about 25 individuals inhabited the

site seasonally from approximately 8000 B.P. to 3000 B.P.

(Jennings et. al., 1980).

c. Anasazi: The Western Archaic in Utah was followed by or

transformed into a series of cultures dependent upon horti-

culture or gardening between 1 and 500 A.D. (Jennings, 1978).

Southern Utah is included in the Southwest culture area which is

centered in the Four Corners area and contains evidence of the

Anasazi tradition. Three branches of the Anasazi; Kayenta,

Virgin, and Mesa Verde have been defined. Numerous Anasazi

sites occur throughout southern Utah, and their influence is

also evident in much of the rest of Utah, and in southeastern

Nevada.

Anasazi cultures are characterized by horticulture with some

irrigation, several distinctive pottery styles, and the con-
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struction of permanent dwellings in small villages. In general,

the Utah Anasazi were not as developed as the groups further

south. The Utah environment was extremely marginal for farming,

even with the Anasazi's skill in utilizing scarce water re-

sources (Jennings, 1978). Jennings (1978) notes that while

the addition of horticulture, masonry, pithouses, and pottery to

a basic Archaic pattern expanded the subsistence base and

enriched the culture, the Anasazi in Utah could only survive by

continuing to hunt and gather some or all of the same resources

as Archaic peoples.

Several Utah sites illustrate the Anasazi pattern (see Jennings,

1978). Coombs Village (Lister, 1959), for example, is a Kayenta

Anasazi site inhabited between 1075 and 1275 A.D. by a group or

groups which moved into the previously unoccupied area from

northeastern Arizona. The village contains an extensive complex

of above ground dwellings, pithouses, and storage rooms, utiliz-

ing masonry and jacal construction. Ceramics evidence trade or

contact with Fremont peoples and other Anasazi groups. The

artifact content at Coombs is a large collection of chipped

stone, bone artifacts, beads (including turquoise), and various

ground stone items, in addition to pottery. The 77 rooms at the

village appear to have been used contemporaneously.

d. Fremont/Sevier: Spanning about the same time period as the

Anasazi, (500 to 1300 A.D.), the Fremont Culture is a semi-

sedentary tradition defined by numerous village sites and dis-

tinctive artifacts. Large and small Fremont villages, temporary
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camps, and isolated artifacts occur all over Utah ard in south-

eastern Nevada. The Fremont lifestyle is dominated by older

Archaic patterns with the addition of pottery, some horticul-

ture, and permanent structures. Artifacts which are distinc-

tively Fremont include various grey, painted, and corrugated

ceramic wares which define and date Fremont occupation (Madsen,

1977), and several small series of projectile (arrow) points

(Holmer and Weder, 1980).

Although the Fremont Culture has been the focus of extensive

study and debate, it remains poorly understood. The major

problem in Fremont studies has been the question of origins.

The Fremont begin to appear in Utah around 500 A.D. The differ-

ing theses regarding Fremont origins are:

"... (1) that the Fremont constitute an extension of
the Anasazi north of the Colorado River ...; (2) that
the Fremont are derived from an in situ Archaic base
with a thin veneer of overlying traits derived from
the Southwest ...; (3) that the Fremont are derived
from the northern Plains and acquired some South-
western traits ..." (Madsen, 1979).

Another problem has been in defining the cultura2 g'oup that

is termed "Fremont". The traditional view of the Fremont

describes a cultural tradition dependent upon corn agriculture

and the gathering of wild resources by groups living in horti-

culturally based permanent villages (Marwitt, 1970). Five

distinct sub-areas are defined for the Fremont in Utah. These

include the Uinta, San Rafael, Great Salt Lake, Sevier, and

Parowan. Although the Fremont are seen as a single cultural
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entity, each sub-area has distinguishing artifacts and charac-

teristics, particularly pottery types.

All Fremont researchers have noted the heavy harvest of wild

foods when comparing the Fremont to the Anasazi (Jennings,

1978). Other differences are also observed within the Fre-

mont culture, particularly in regard to subsistence economy.

Although the Fremont are considered to be corn agriculturalists,

species lists suggest a gathering system dominated by wild

plants from a variety of ecosystems (Madsen, 1980). Recent

data, particularly in pollen from Backhoe Village (Madsen and

Lindsay, 1977), reveal that corn was not necessarily the princi-

pal staple upon which the sedentary villages depended. Although

corn is evident from most villages, it is absent or minimal from

sites near marshes (Madsen, 1980). The environment in such

areas may have had a sufficient resource base to sustain seden-

tary villages without corn agriculture.

Thus, the Fremont may not constitute a single cultural entity,

and based on subsistence patterns, two or possibly three groups

have been recently defined by Madsen (1979). The "Sevier"

inhabited the eastern Great Basin, where they subsisted on marsh

collecting, supplemented by corn agriculture. The "Fremont" are

defined as corn agriculturalists of the Colorado Plateau, whose

diet was supplemented by hunting. A third, unnamed culture

to the north of these may possibly be related to the Plains

cultures.
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Whatever the origins or internal divisions, the Fremont culture

as a whole is clearly distinguishable from surrounding cultures

in terms of architecture, settlement pattern, and artifacts,

although regional variants are recognized (Lohse, 1980). Two or

three pithouses, the common Fremont dwelling structures of stone

masonry, adobe, or jacal, in random arrangement constitute a

typical Fremont village (Jennings, 1978; Lohse, 1980). Villages

were typically located near arable land and dependable water or

near marshes. Away from the villages, temporary camps were

established for the exploitation of various wild foods. Areas

from valley floors to the upper reaches of the pinyon-juniper

zones were visited, and a wide variety of plants and animals

were hunted (Simms, 1979). Those Fremont groups practicing hor-

ticulture utilized a local strain of maize which was resistant

to drought, extremes of climate, and a short growing season

(Jennings, 1978).

After 1300 A.D., the Fremont and Anasazi groups disappeared from

the archeological record in Utah. Madsen (1975) describes one

possible reason for this. Although the Fremont were horticul-

tural peoples, they supplemented their diet with native flora

and fauna, perhaps to a larger extent than was previously

assumed (Madsen, 1979). Crop failure would have caused them to

rely more heavily on natural resources than usual. With the

influx of Shoshone peoples into the area, who were full time

subsistence gatherers, a draught year would have cause competi-

tion between Fremont and Shoshone peoples for the same re-

sources. In this case the Shoshone would probably have had
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the advantage, since subsistence gathering was their usual way

of life. Mixed Shoshone and Fremont or Anasazi ceramics are

found in the upper levels of stratified sites, above levels

containing only Fremont or Anasazi wares, and below levels

containing only Shoshonean pottery (Euler, 1964; Jennings,

1978). The Shoshone are discussed in Section 2.2.3 of this

report.

2.2.2.2 Previous Archeological Research in Southwestern
Utah

Archeological research has been conducted in Southwestern Utah

for many years. Evidence of Paleo-Indian, Western Archaic,

Anasazi, Fremont, and Shoshone (Southern Paiute/Ute) cultures

indicates a long history of human occupation. Overlapping

cultural traditions often occur at the same site or in the same

region. Figure 2-1 shows the locations of many of the south-

western Utah sites described below.

a. Paleo-Indian: As elsewhere in Utah, Paleo-Indian evidence

is sparse and limited to surface finds. In the Escalante

Desert, Keller and Hunt (1967) describe a number of lithic

materials similar to artifacts from other areas regarded as

Llano or Plano types. Isolated finds of Clovis and Folsom

points have also been reported in southwestern Utah (Hauck,

1977; Fike, 1981).

b. Archaic: Western Archaic sites are not well known in

Southwestern Utah. Rudy (1953) reports a number of campsites

from the Milford area, the northwestern shore of Sevier Lake,
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and south and west of Black Rock. While some of these and other

similar sites in southwestern Utah may be attributed to Archaic

peoples, more have been associated with the Fremont culture.

The best known Western Archaic sites occur elsewhere in Utah.

In southwestern Utah, Western Archaic sites are not as well

studied, possibly due to the presence of more spectacular

Fremont and Anasazi sites.

c. Anasazi: Several sites in southwestern Utah are within the

Kayenta-Virgin-Mesa Verde Anasazi area, just south of the

Parowan Fremont sub-area. Cave DuPont is a famous Basketmaker

II cache site near Kanab, Utah. Aikens (1965) reports a number

of Virgin Branch sites in southwestern Utah. One of these sites

is Bonanza Dune, a Pueblo II site near Kanab, which has the best

preserved pithouses reported in Utah.

Another site, Three Mile Ruin, is in extreme southwestern Utah.

Aikens (1965) describes this small village as characterized by a

circular pattern of connected rooms around a central plaza. The

site was occupied for a few years during Pueblo II times, as is

typical of villages on the Virgin River drainage (Jennings,

1978). Gunlock Flats (Day, 1966) is a Pueblo II village on the

Santa Clara River. Semi-subterranean pithouses built on sand

dunes, and cobble masonry storage facilities, with flagstone

paved floors are present. The pithouses are like those at

Bonanza Dune.

d. Fremont: A number of Fremont sites are located in the

Parowan Fremont sub-area of southwestern Utah. The Parowan area
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is distinguished by several features (Jennings, 1978; Marwitt-

1970). Villages are typically located on alluvial fans where

streams enter valleys, or on the flat, well-watered Parowan

Valley floor. The villages are much larger than in any of the

other Fremont sub-areas, and were occupied for much longer

periods of time. Building and rebuilding commonly occurred,

resulting in numerous large mounds containing remains of super-

imposed pithouses, granaries, and kivas. Surface dwellings of

coarse adobe or jacal are also present. Surface coiled-adobe

granaries are characteristic. Snake Valley wares are the

predominant pottery types throughout the area (Madsen, 1977).

Two phases are defined for the Parowan area. The Summit phase

dates from 900 to 1050 A.D.; the Paragonah phase dates from 1050

to 1300 A.D. (Jennings, 1978).

The Parowan Valley has been the scene of more archeological

activity than any other part of Utah except for the Anasazi

occupied areas of southern Utah (Marwitt, 1970). Scientific

investigations began in 1917, when Judd (1919) excavated a mound

at Paragonah, the largest Parowan Valley site. At least 320

mounds were discovered at Paragonah and they indicate an occu-

pation of about 200 years. Meighan et al. (1956) estimate

a permanent population of about 250. Median Village, dated

to the Summit phase (900-1050 A.D.) probably had a maximum

total community population of about 30 individuals (Marwitt,

1970). Nearby Evans Mound is later than Median Village, dating

to 1050-1150 A.D. and representing the Paragonah Phase, but
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is otherwise similar. In general, the fertile Parowan Valley

permitted the development of larger villages with a greater

dependence upon horticulture than other areas, although local

animals and plants were also heavily exploited to supplement the

diet (Jennings, 1978; Marwitt, 1970).

Outside of Parowan Valley, typical Parowan Fremont sites are

also common. The Garrison Site in Snake Valley is the type site

for Snake Valley ceramics (Taylor, 1954). The site is smaller

and of shorter duration than Parowan Valley sites, with more

granaries than dwellings; horticulture apparently was not as

productive. Steward (1931) explored Kanosh, and discovered

adobe house structures and a square kiva. Another group of

sites occur near Marysvale (Gillin, 1941), where excavations

exposed pithouses, kivas, sherds of Fremont types, and some

Anasazi wares. The adobe houses are like those in the Parowan

Valley and Kanosh.

Petroglyph and pictograph sites are also known from southwest

Utah. At least some of *hese are affiliated with the Fremont.

Rock art localities in Parowan Valley include Parowan Gap, Black

Rock Spring, Hobo Cave, and Red Creek Canyon near Paragonah

(Meighan et al., 1956). Gillin (1941) recorded numerous sites

in the vicinity of Clear Creek Canyon Cave near Marysvale.

2.2.2.3 Previous Research in Pine Valley

Previous research in Pine Valley has recorded 57 prehistoric

sites and isolated artifacts representing various site types
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affiliated with a number of cultural traditions. These are

listed in Table 2-1, and their general locations are displayed

in Figure 2-2. The first 19 sites in the table were recorded

by the Bureau of Land Management, University of Utah, or the

Nevada Archeological Survey prior to the MX related research in

the valley. The remaining sites were discovered during the MX

regional sampling survey.

Six petroglyph sites and one pictograph site are known in Pine

Valley. In the Cottonwood Wash area of western Pine Valley,

four petroglyph localities occur. A petroglyph site is located

just west of Pot Sum Pa Spring, and another is found in the

foothills of the Wah Wah Mountains. The pictograph locality is

in the extreme northern part of the valley. The styles repre-

sented include circles and other geometrics, mazes, and zoomor-

phic and human forms. No other artifacts occur with the rock

art sites.

Within the lower alluvial fan, plain, and playa areas of the

valley floor, sites consist primarily of isolated finds of

flakes, points, or other tools, often fragmented. Habitation

of the valley floor area is not indicated, however, the modern

surface of the valley floor may be quite young, and archeologi-

cal material may be buried. The evid.nce suggests that the

valley was utilized by prehistoric peoples for temporary activi-

ties such as hunting, gathering, or other resource procurement.

The artifacts may also have been dropped by people traveling in

the valley or washed down from campsites in the foothills around

the valley.
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Site 6 Location Type/Contents Affiliation

4 e853 bent'/toerace overlooing lithic/pottry scatter: Fremont
(M-5c-28-P3) creek - P/3 obsidian, quartz, Snam

Valley shards

42Be854 strom terrace - P/3 hutin statioVlithic scatter: Araic,
(MU-5c-28--P4) points, Snake Valley shards, Freont,

scrapers, debirage Shos

422e55 outcrop - P/ debitage, sm utilized Arhaic,
(fl-5c-28-f5) CaM, groumdstons, Snam Fr ant

Valley shards, point: ei
cocner-notchd mostly %bit@

chart

42056 base of ridge - P/3 mSll empoito - Snake Valley Front
( -Sc-28(off)- meds, mma, flakes

Pi)

42Be57 base of ridge - P/J Snakm Valley and Shoehor Frumont,
(M-5c-28-.P15) sharda, mtate, aose Sprcing Shosne

Irojectile point, lithics,
tools, dcarooal/ash deposit

MK-5L-29q-fl b en wsh on alluvial isolated biface frape-it unmlmO
fan -shadscalt

42Be858 alluvial fan near creek - large lithic scatter - tools, early Archaic
(PIX-Sc-31-P1) P/3 flakes, scrapers, points: through

Pinto, iee Sprir, "birds," Frmot

42B@859 ridge/plain-sagebrush and historic log cabin and debris historic,
(cg-5c-32-M1) P/ with lithie scatter unkncim

4214562 sand dunes - P/ mall dame scatter of quart- umi
(,-Sc-33-P1) zite, bifaca, and point

425dS63 said dunes - juniper nmporary camp - hson Shos
(M4-5c-34-PI) shards (from 1 pot), flakms,

scraers, biface, utilized/
reoce lakes, p:oints: 1

MX SITING INVESTIGATION
'rt IDEPARTMENTOF THE AIR FORCE
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PREVIOUSLY RECORDED PREHISTORIC

SITES IN PINE VALLEY
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Si to * Location lype/Contents Affiliation

42B@644 rid e over cr ek - P/J depression, cleared areas, Fr elon
(f4-5-18-92) ground stone, Snake Valley 900-1,100 A.D.

sherds, point: Fase Spring
mcner-notched

423e45 omLluvial/alluvial sloe near Sevier Gcey shards, biface, Late Archaic
(g- c-19-pl) sring - P/3 burnt bone, point: Ella, -Frunt

utilized flakes

42Be646 nar spring - P/3 8 obsidian flakms (some unmown
(X-Sc-9-P2) utilized)

42B&647 alluvial fan - P/3 scatter of 6 punctate Shosone
(ME-5c-19-P3) Shoshn sheds 1,150 A.1. -

historic

g(-Sc-21-Fl1 alluvial fan - sagebrush obsidian projectile point prcably
Archaic

i4-5-21-PiF2 rehi cal wa on alluvial isolated chert flake unkmo

fan - sagebruh

MK-5c-21 [off)-Fl SO na fWTIM AVAILAZ

Mg-Sc-22-xP1 alluvial fan/foothills- /J isolated red chart flam (util) unknwm

U-So-25-nP alluvial plain - P/ obsidian projectile point tip Late Archaic

8-Sc-25-PM alluvial plain-edge of P/ Obsidian bas fr m t of San unknow
Pafael side-notch point

42e648 oveclookig wmsh on alluvial Utilized chert and obsidian Frmont
( I-5c-27-P1) plain - P/J flakms, 1 corrugated shacd

42Be849 alluvial plain-P/J sarse lithics, Savier Grey Prsont
(N-5c-27-P2) "o"ite42e48 shard, 1 Ello cocner-notched

point

42B*50 alluvial plain - P/J biface fragments, drill, unknown
(MX-5c-27-P3) utilized flakes

42DBe851 alluvial fan on creek-P/J cumpsite-cesource area - Archaic,
(IE-Sc-28-P1) charoal stains, Snake Valley Frusnt,

shards, Shoshone seds, Paiute
grounidtona, points: Roe
sprir, Ejumlldt, Ellm, Pacowen

42Be852 alluvial fan P/3 extended cai;ita - ground Frfont
(MX-5c-28-P2) stone, bifaces, Snam Valley

shards, point: Roee Spring,
lithics

IM NIX SITING ,NVE6STIGATON

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
4a Im~W emmm MO/AFRCE-M X

PREVIOUSLY RECORDED PREHISTORIC
SITES IN PINE VALLEY
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Site * Lcation Type/Contents Affiliation

42M268 ridge area, ame dunes - Open site - poss ble hearth, possibly Arcr. c
smgebrush, juniper, ground stone, lithics, crude
)oMn tea laneolate point

42Md391 sides of basalt Walls of petroglyphs unknow
steep, dee" canyon

42M392 alluvial plain - shadscale, petroglyphs unimm
coId desrt sh

mIC-5c-3-rol alluvial plain - edge of utilized/retou.ed cert unmnow
hardpan - little rabbithcush flake

t4-5c-4-P!F1 playa - gresewood isolated quartzite f unIfoam

'C-5c-4-ZFZ2 playa - gremwood isolated obsidian chunk unknown

M.-5c-5-f11 alluvial fan - shadscale q.artzise biface base frpont unknown

42Be942 ridge now sring - P/J flake, Snake Valley sherds, Archaic,
(1-5c-1 1-P1) ground sto., pints: 2 Desert Frent,

side-notched, 1 ELM) Eared, Shosrhe

1 ID 10/11e Spring

MK-5c-14-PI1 alluvial plain - winterfat isolated obsidian flake unknown

M4-5c-16-nPIl alluvial plain - sagebrush obsidian projectile point unknown

MX-Sc-16-PI2 alluvial plain - sagebrush obsidian ElIc corner-not d Archaic
point 7,600 B.P.

to historic

I--5c-16-PIP3 alluvial plain - sagebrush obsidian Pinto point Archaic
8,300-6,200
B.P.

MX--Sc-17-PKF1 ephkmeral wah on alluvial isolated obsidian flake unknown
fan - sagebrush

M-Sc-17-PIF2 between epemeral washes on obsidian biface base fragment- un&m
alluvial fan - sagebrush edge grinding

MX-5-17-P1F3 eptwmeraL wash on alluvial obsidian secary flake/ unknown
fan - sagebrush chunk with retouch

42B843 creek on alluvial fan-P/J Snake Valley shards, points: Archaic,
(f4C-5c-1 8-Pt) 1 Rome Spring corrler-notched * Fremnt

I Rumboldt, 1 early Archaic,
2 unkomn

Mx SITONVEIGVSTGTION
E ~ft fy iDEPARTMENT OF TME AIR FORCE

PREVIOUSLY RECORDED PREHISTORIC

SITES IN PINE VALLEY
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Site # Location Type/Contents Affiliation

428*16 low ridge rear creek - p/J(1) open lithic/pottery scatter unknomw

42Be17 P/3 opn lithic/pottey scatter unknown

428*18 near spring - P/J huse mounds, hearths, ground Pueblo (?)
stons, flakms, shards

42651 P/ hearth, prehistoric w Ute-Ptiute
structure, flames, shards

42Be9l ridge =&Ue near srir-P/J patreglyphs unklmcAuI

4e265 foothills of fab Wah Nts. - petrlyphs unknown
sagebrsh and grams

428e266 ridge slope - P/J coe-artifact content rot mialown
.daemined (?)

4e10 bank of cr e k - P/J mound of store r ble urvmm

42Be611 near cree flaims, plain and orrugated Fremont

shards AD 900-1,100

420812 brush covered flat - P/J obsidian flakes, plain and Frumont
slope orrugaed Snak Valley AD 900-1,100

shard

42Be813 on cree - brush coviered historic site with so plain pose. U t
flat, som P/J and corrugatd Sa Valley shads A 1000

42B@814 limstone ridqe-P/J lithic scatter, point fraent, Parawan
1 shard Frignt

AD 900-1,100

42d53 rocky wash petrolyphs unknown

42Id182 wash betwn Pine and petrolyphs unilm
Antelope Valleys

42d183 ash-steq ignimrite wells petrlyphs unknown

42Md267 ridqe-sagebrush, juniper, open lithic scatter unknown
Mormon tea

(1) PinyorVJuniper

SMX SITING INVESTIGATION

M EA 9191'/DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
S1 MOIAFRCE-M X

PREVIOUSLY RECORDED PREHISTORIC
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A number of habitation sites occur in the pinyon-juniper areas

of the valley's foothills. These sites are campsites around

springs or permanent creeks. Most typical are open lithic

scatters with flakes, projectile points, chipped stone tools,

and some ground stone and ceramics. The ceramics include both

Fremont and Shoshone types. The points are of various Archaic

and Fremont types. In the pinyon-juniper areas food resources

and shelter are available, permanent water is near, and there

are hunting areas in the vicinity. Prehistoric peoples would

have found such areas attractive and occupied them repeatedly.

The prehistoric pattern in Pine Valley is typical of other Great

Basin areas. The foothills offered more resources; therefore

seasonal habitation sites occur in these areas. Valley floors

had fewer resources and were used for limited activity, probably

by peoples inhabiting the foothill zone. A fairly long time

frame is suggested, with utilization by various cultural groups:

Archaic, Fremont, and Shoshone.

In a survey for Earth Sciences, Inc., Berge (1974) recorded 79

sites in the southern Wah Wah Mountains between Pine and Wah Wah

valleys. The study area is entirely within the pinyon-juniper

area. Most of the sites are lithic scatters or chipping circles

consisting of debitage and tools. Fremont ceramic types, and

projectile points similar to Fremont points from other areas

suggest Fremont habitation of the area (Berge, 1974). Projec-

tile points range from early Archaic to Shoshone types.
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2.2.2.4 Previous Research in Wah Wah Valley

Prior to the MX cultural resource regional sampling survey,

conducted in the summer of 1980, little was known about the

prehistoric occupation of Wah Wah Valley. Only four sites

had been recorded from the valley and surrounding foothills,

with the exception of Berge's survey. These are listed at the

top of Table 2-2, and are discussed below. See Figure 2-3 for

the general distribution of these sites.

Site 42Md423 is a temporary campsite-chipping station, located

northwest of the valley floor, which contains projectile points

(including one identified as an Eastgate Expanding Stem) as well

as debitage. One petroglyph locality, 42Be621, is reported from

the western side of the valley. Two small lithic scatters, sites

42Md469 and 42Md470 are part of an extensive area of cultural

material in the northern part of the valley floor, west of the

Wah Wah Valley Hardpan. These sites were all discovered during

small scale cultural resources surveys in the valley.

* A total of fourteen prehistoric sites o'r isolates were recorded

during the MX regional sample survey in the Wah Wah Valley

watershed during the summer of 1980 (see Table 2-2). Of these,

four are lithic scatters or campsites containing flakes and

flaked tools of quartzite and obsidian. These sites are

typically located in the pinyon-juniper foothills above the

valley floor. The isolates include various utilized or re-

touched flakes, bifaces, and debitage found throughout the

valley. No diagnostic artifacts were recorded.
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Site * Location Type/Contents Affiliation

42Se621 alluvial plain - salt desert petrglyphs

42Md423 base of ridge - juniper ca/chipping station-flakes, early Frmon,.
(obsidian, hert) points: 500-800 A.D.
Msgate

4231469 alluvial fan - sae & lihhic scatter/ciert debitage, unmno
halngotn cores and workd shatter

42Md470 alluvial fan - sage & Lithic scatter/cbert debitage, ukrdmA
halogeon com and worked shatter

424547 ridge along dry wash - campsite/flakes, utilized uhknowm

(?M-4-1-P1) pinyon juniper quartuite flakes, scrapers

42IdS48 ridge along dry wah - lithic procurement area, unknom
(?-54-I-P2) pinyon juniper quarthite debitage, oco,

utilized flakes

42Md549 ephemral wash on valley utilized flakes, quartzite unmown
(M-54-2-Pl) floor (plain) - pinyon debitage, bifaces

juniper

42Md55 alluvial fan, on rise along lithic scatter - obsidian and imiao
(M-54-3-P1) wash -shadocale qartzite debitage, bifaces,

utilized flakes

Mc-54-5-PfF1 sand dunes - pinyon juniper 4 quartzite flakes unknown

MX-54--P1P1 alluvial tan - shadscale isolated ert flake unknown

MU-54-11-PIP1 alluvial fan (near Wab Wah isolated obsidian flake unknown
Satdpan) - shadscale

MC-54-1 2-nPl valley floor/lacustrine - isolated obsidian triarulaar unlmow
ta dscale biface

?U-54-15-PIFI gravelly wash on alluvial isolated obsidian triarqular unknnm
fan - shadscale biface

,.-54-18-PF1 alluvial plain - smail isolated obsidian utilized unknown
sagebrush flake

M,-54-22-P!Fl alluvial plain - winterfat isolated obsidian utilized/ unknown
ret uched flake

MX-54-23-PIFI alluvial fan - little rabbit- isolated obsidian retuched unknown
brush flake

C,-54-26-PIP1 alluvial fan - sagebrush isolated bert flake unknown

MX-54-26-PIF2 ephemeral wash on alluvial isolated ert utilized flake unknown
plain-sagebcush

SOEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

%&O 1-CV 1,mm 9mmmMOIAFRCE-MX

PREVIOUSLY RECORDED PREHISTORIC
SITES IN WAH WAH VALLEY
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The prehistoric pattern suggested by previously known sites

in Wah Wah Valley is for habitation sites to be located in the

foothill pinyon-juniper areas where resources, water, and

shelter were available. The valley floor has numerous isolates,

evidencing use of the valley for limited activities such as

hunting, gathering, and transit. Without additional diagnostic

artifacts the time period for this occupation cannot be defi-

nitely determined. The one reported Eastgate Expanding Stem

point has a time range of 500 to 800 A.D. (Holmer and Weder,

1980).

2.2.2.5 National Register Sites

The current National Register of Histroic Places and the Utah

State Historical Society were consulted to determine if any

prehistoric sites within the study area are on the National

Register.

a. Pine Valley: No prehistoric sites in Pine Valley are

currently listed on the National Register. However, three

petroglyph localities in Pine Valley have recently been recom-

mended for nomination to the National Register. These include:

the Mountain Home Wash Petroglyphs (42Md182), the Cottonwood

Wash Petroglyphs (42Md53, 42Md183), and the petroglyphs near Mud

Spring (42Be91) (Sammons-Lohse, 1981).

b. Wah Wah Valley: There are no sites currently listed on or

nominated to the National Register of Historic Places in Wah Wah

Valley.
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2.2.3 Ethnographic Overview

About 1300 A.D., Fremont and Anasazi cultures disappear from the

archeological record in Utah. As mentioned above, it is pos-

sible that competition with Shoshone groups was a factor in

their disappearance. Shoshone ceramics and projectile point

types become more common in archeological sites after 1300 A.D.

However, ethnographic sources give a better acount of the cul-

ture of Shoshone peoples than does the archeological record. In

historic times, various Shoshonean groups inhabitated Utah,

including the Southern Paiutes, the Utes, and the Gosiutes.

2.2.3.1 Ethnographic Occupation of Southwestern Utah

The ethnographic groups that occupied southwestern Utah were

members of the Shoshonean, or Numic lanyuage family, a branch of

the Uto-Aztecan stock. This language family is divided into

three main groups: Western, Central, and Southern (Fowler and

Matley, 1979). In Utah, the Southern Paiutes and Utes are part

of the Southern Numic group, and the Gosiutes are Central

Numics. While all groups are Numic speakers, various languages

and dialects are recognized. The Utes and Southern Paiutes

speak dialects of a Ute-Chemehuevi branch language (Steward,

1974). The Gosiutes speak a dialect of a language associated

with the various Shoshone bands of the Central Numic area

(Fowler and Matley, 1979).

The Southern Paiute inhabited southern Utah, southern Nevada,

and northern Arizona in historic times (Stewart, 1942; Fowler
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and Matley, 1979). They practiced an essentially Western

Archaic, nomadic lifestyle, dependent upon a great variety of

wild plants and animals (Fowler and Fowler, 1971; Kelly, 1964;

Jennings, 1978). Some horticulture was practiced, but it

constituted a minor supplement to the wild diet (Kelly, 1964;

Steward, 1938). Corn and squash were the primary plants grown,

although sunflower and other plants were sometimes cultivated

(Kelly, 1964). In addition to the typical Archaic artifacts,

such as baskets, milling stones, and chipped stone projectile

points, the Southern Paiute manufactured simple ceramic vessels.

The pottery is crude, has minimal surface decoration, and breaks

easily (Baldwin, 1950; Kelly, 1964). Caves, overhangs, and sand

dunes were favored places for temporary camps. Sagebrush huts

were constructed at open sites.

Fowler and Matley (1979) note that the general distinction

between the Southern Paiute and the Ute is the possession of the

horse by the Ute prior to Euroamerican settlement in the 1840's.

Most Utes had horses by 1850, which they used for transporta-

tion, but what horses the Southern Paiute obtained, they usually

ate (Steward, 1938). The Utes inhabited central and eastern

Utah (Fowler and Matley, 1979). Ute peoples were entirely

dependent upon wild foods, with no agriculture, although

mounted groups could travel widely to hunt. Several areas of

Ute territory had abundant resources, permitting the establish-

ment of permanent villages (Steward, 1974).

The Gosiute inhabited west-central Utah, southwest of the Great

Salt Lake Desert (Stewart, 1942; Steward, 1938; O'Neil, 1976).
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Theirs is considered the most impoverished environment of any

Shoshone area (Steward 1938). In general, they practiced a

hunting-gathering lifestyle. Like the Southern Paiute, the

Gosiute did not possess the horse until the 1860's (Fowler and

Fowler, 1971).

2.2.3.2 Ethnographic Groups in Historic Times

The Southern Paiute and Gosiute were frequent targets of slave

* raids by Utes, Navajos, and Mexicans (Fowler and Matley, 1979).

In the early 1800's, they began retreating into inaccessible

areas. They thus had less contact, and later contact, with

Euroamericans than those groups which had horses. The arrival

of Euroamerican settlers, particularly the Mormons, in the

A 1840's, further disrupted the traditional lifestyles. Native

food supplies were depleted by the settlers through plowing and

hunting, and the slave trade, disease, and indentured servitude

to the Mormons decimated the native populations (Steward, 1938;

O'Neil, 1976).

The Euroamerican encroachment caused Numic peoples to be dis-

placed from their hunting and gathering areas into less produc-

tive regions. By 1856, starvation had become chronic, and

Indians began to raid frequently (O'Neil, 1976). The culmina-

tion was the Black Hawk War of 1865 to 1870, in which the native

peoples were defeated and ordered to reservations. Many groups

resisted the move for many years, and continued to practice

their traditional ways.
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O'Neil (1976) notes that the Utes now own substantial reserva-

tion land in Utah. The Utes earn income from oil and gas leases

on reservation lands.

Two Gosiute reservations, Deep Creek and Skull Valley, were

established by the government in Gosiute territory. Southern

Paiute Reservations were located at Las Vegas, Moapa, Indian

Peak, near St. George, as well as several smaller colonies. Not

all of these areas are still occupied by Indian groups, however,

a recent federal act (the Paiute Indian Tribe of Utah Restora-

tion Act, P.L. 96-227, April 3, 1980) provided for the acquisi-

tion of up to 15,000 acres to provide a reservation. Land will

be selected within two years from federal, state, or private

lands in Beaver, Iron, Millard, Sevier, or Washington counties,

Utah (HDR Sciences, 1980).

2.2.3.3 Ethnographic Groups in the Vicinity of the
Study Area

Southwestern Utah was the home of the Beaver Band and the

Panguitch Band, or the To'ovinuts of the Southern Paiute in

historic times (Kelly, 1934, 1964; Stewart, 1942). Steward

(1938) recorded several Southern Paiute/Shoshone villages in

Snake Valley and Antelope Valley to the west of the study

area. Some horticulture was practiced, but antelope drives,

rabbit drives, and mudhen drives were also common in Snake

Valley and surrounding areas. The boundary between Southern

Paiutes and Utes is in the vicinity of Sevier Lake. Pahvant Ute

groups were recorded south of this boundary at Kanosh, Beaver

Valley, Parowan, Black Rock, Lyndyl, Corn Creek, Scipio, and
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Hold a, where they would have been inhabiting Southern Paiute

territory (Steward, 1974).

2.2.4 Historical Overview

The following sections present a brief historical overview of

southwestern Utah with limited references to specific events and

locations in Pine and Wah Wah Valleys. This section is not

intended to present a complete historical overview of the val-

leys or meet the requirements of the Preliminary Memorandum of

Agreement (PMOA). Such a study was beyond the scope of this

survey, and would duplicate BLM Class I studies.

While there is substantial written history of Wah Wah Valley

because of the extensive mining in the valley, little has been

written about Pine Valley. The following sections ref.ect this

disparity in information.

2.2.4.1 Regional Chronology

a. Early Exploration: It is not known when Euroamericans

first came to southwestern Utah. Spanish explorers first

approached Utah in 1540, when an expedition under Captain Garcia

Lopez de Cardenas discovered and attempted to cross the Grand

Canyon and the Colorado River in southcentral Utah (Bancroft,

1889).

An expedition by two Franciscan friars, Francisco Atanasia

Dominguez and Silvestre Velez de Escalante, set out from Santa

Fe, New Mexico, in 1776 searching for a better route from

New Mexico to Monterey and the California missions (Bancroft,

1889; Creer, 1947). They were also interested in setting up
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missions with the Indians in Utah. They entered Utah along the

eastern border, traveling west to Utah Lake, where they turned

southwest. They camped at Sevier Lake, where they encountered

Indians. Continuing south, they stopped at present Black Rock,

east of Wah Wah Valley, and were snowbound for a few days.

While, there, two men were sent west to look for a trail toward

California, but were unsuccessful. Winter conditions and low

provisions forced the expedition to abandon their mission and

return to New Mexico. They went south through Milford, near

Minersville and on to Santa Fe.

Various fur trappers, traders, and explorers came to Utah in the

early part of the 19th century. James Bridger is credited with

the discovery of the Great Salt Lake in 1825 (Bancroft, 1889).

That same year, William Ashley of the Rocky Mountain Fur Company

established Fort Ashley at Utah Lake. Jedediah Smith set out

from Great Salt Lake on a trapping and exploring tour of south-

ern Utah in 1826. His route was south and southwest from Utah

Lake, through Paiute territory, to a point on the Virgin River

(Bancroft, 1889).

By 1830, travelers were crossing Utah along what was called the

Old Spanish Trail enroute from Santa Fe to Los Angeles. Spanish

traders regularly traveled along the Old Spanish Trail into

southern Utah and the Sevier Valley in search of Indians to

capture as slaves (Creer, 1947). On his fifth and final expedi-

tion across the West in 1853-4, John Fremont set out to find a
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route through southern Utah. Fremont's party traveled from

Kansas City through southern Utah to Parowan, where they picked

up the Old Spanish Trail (Creer, 1947).

b. Mormon Settlement and Statehood: Brigham Young and the

Mormon settlers arrived in the Great Salt Lake Valley in the

summer of 1847. Settlements and forts were quickly established

in and around the valley, and parties were sent out to other

parts of Utah to seek out locations for colonies. Various

parties were sent into southern Utah, notably the Southern

Exploring Company in 1849-50, which traveled from the Sevier

Valley south to Parowan. Within six months after the company's

return, Brigham Young had established a colony at Parowan

(Hunter, 1946). Within ten years, colonists had been sent to

most of the sites recommended by the expedition.

By 1849, a small, but growing number of non-Mormons were

settling in the Mormon colonies and they wanted a form of civil

government, rather than a church government. A constitution

was drafted, and the State of Deseret was established by the

Mormons, with Brigham Young as governor. The United States

Congress established the Utah Territory in 1850, and Young

served as the first territorial governor. During the 1850's,

plans were made for a transcontinental railroad. On May 10,

1869, the Union Pacific and the Central Pacific railroads met

and were joined in Promontory, Utah. After several requests,

Utah was admitted to the Union as the 45th state in 1896.
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c. The Mining Industry: Brigham Young was against Mormons

exploring for gold and silver (Hunter, 1946), but Utah proved to

be rich in mineral resources. The mining industry was largely

developed by non-Mormons. Almost every county reported sub-

stantial mineral desposits, and 135 mining districts were

established in Utah. During the 1870's and 1880's, districts in

Beaver County were among the largest producers in the state

(Hunter, 1946). More than $54 million worth of ore are rumored

to have been produced, primarily by the Horn Silver Mine in the

San Francisco Mountains just east of Wah Wah Valley (Murbarger,

1956; Hunter, 1946).

d. History of Pine Valley: As mentioned previously, there is

very little written history of early Euroamerican activity in

Pine Valley. Scattered historic artifactual remains are indica-

tive of small early settlements which are probably associated

with ranching activities. Given the intensity of mining acti-

vity just to the east in the vicinity of Wah Wah Valley, the

probability exists of early mining activity in Pine Valley as

well.

Use of Pine Valley as rangeland by cattle and sheep began as

early as the 1870's; by 1930 unrestricted grazing had substan-

tially reduced the range value of much of the desert. To combat

this problem, the U.S. Forest Service Intermountain Forest and

Range Experiment Station of Ogden, Utah established the Desert

Range Experimental Range in Pine Valley in 1933 (Close, 1981).
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With the establishment of this agricultural range experiment

station an inventory of plant cover was made and fences were

constructed to serve as a basis for planning grazing studies. A

weather station was also set up. Since then, studies have been

conducted on a number of aspects of desert ecology and land

management (Holmgren, 1973).

In 1915, President Wilson established the Indian Peak Reser-

vation of 10,240 acres for two bands of Southern Paiutes in

southwestern Pine Valley. Pine nut gathering was the chief

source of income for the resident Paiutes. In a good year,

several thousand pounds of nuts could be collected (Writers

Program, 1941). In 1954 the reservation was sold to the state

of Utah to pay back taxes. It is now the Indian Peak State Game

Management Area.

e. History of Wah Wah Valley: The Horn Silver Mine was estab-

lished in 1875 by Jim Ryan and Sar. Hawkes, two prospectors from

Pioche, Nevada, who were camping at Squaw Springs enroute to

another mining area (Murbarger, 1956). They named their claim

"Bonanza", which was changed to "Horn Silver Mine" in 1876

when the mine was sold to Matt Cullen, Dennis Ryan, and A.G.

Campbell. Jay Cooke purchased the mine in 1879, and set out to

improve transportation to the mine. In 1880, an extension of

the Powers and Utah Southern Railroad was built from Provo and

Salt Lake City to the Horn Silver Mine (Murbarger, 1956). The

mine produced heavily between 1880 and 1885. Heat exhaustion

caused by temperatures of 108 ° to 110" in the mine, and "miners'
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con" resulting from breathing ore dust made working in the mine

unhealthy. As many as forty men a month were hospitalized with

"miners' con" (Murbarger, 1956).

Shortly after the mine opened, a "shirttail" town began in a

barren, flat area about one mile east of the mine. Water had to

be hauled into the town from seven miles away, as the only

easily available water was considered fit only for livestock.

The town, named Frisco for St. Francis of Assisi (Murbarger,

1956), had a reputation for being the wildest mining camp in

Utah's history (Writers Program, 1941).

By 1879, Frisco was booming, and attracting people from all

over, including "gamblers, gunslingers and goodtime women"

(Murberger, 1956). Each of the town's twenty-one saloons

boasted of killings. Marshall Pearson arrived from Pioche,

Nevada, in 1879 to clean up the town with his motto, "Get out or

shoot it out" (Murbarger, 1956). His method of law and order

was effective, even if a "body wagon" had to patrol the streets

every morning to pick up corpses from the previous night's

activities.

There had been little regard for safety in the mine. In 1885, a

cave-in closed the mine, but, fortunately, occurred between work

shifts when no one was inside. After the mine closed, people

began leaving Frisco. Although the mine was later reopened,

Frisco was never rebuilt. In its heyday, Frisco's population

was 6000. At the present time, the charcoal kilns, a cemetery,
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several collapsed buildings, mining equipment, and shafts

attract relic hunters, miners, and tourists to Frisco.

The Cactus Mine was established in 1870 on the west slopes of

the San Francisco Mountains overlooking Wah Wah Valley. At-

tempts to work the mine were unsuccessful until Samuel Newhouse

acquired the property in 1900. The town of Newhouse was founded

about one mile west of the mine. Between 1905 and 1910, the

mine produced $3.5 million in ore, and a railroad extension was

built from Frisco to Newhouse.

Newhouse was a model community of over 500 people (Holmer et.

al., 1980) with comfortable houses, well managed cafes and

clubs, and a commendable amount of law and order (Murbarger,

1956). Profits from the Cactus Mine were used to build the

Newhouse Hotel and other prominent buildings in Salt Lake City.

The ore ran out in 1910, and people began to move away from

Newhouse. Some of the businesses moved to Milford, and only one

cafe remained open, catering to ranchers and the few miners who

were left. It burned down in 1921 and was not rebuilt.

Around 1906, large sheep shearing corrals were built at New-

house. Most of the sheep processed were from outside herds.

From 1906 to 1925 these were the largest sheep shearing corrals

in the state. When the railroad tracks to Newhouse were removed

in 1934, the shearing corrals were relocated to Milford. Today,

only a few standing buildings, acres of rubble, and innumerable

pits left by relic collectors remain at Newhouse.
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The town of Milford was founded in 1870, consisting mostly

of mine supply stores. Milford was entirely dependent upon

Newhouse and Frisco. With the decline of ore production at

these two mining towns, Milford also declined. The coming of

the railroad in 1880, however, kept Milford from becoming a

ghost town, too, as it was a division point for the Union

Pacific Railroad (Writers Program, 1941).

2.2.4.2 Previously Recorded Historic Sites

a. Pine Valley: A total of five historic sites were previously

recorded in Pine Valley. These are listed in Table 2-3.

The historic sites in Pine Valley suggest occupation of the

area by limited numbers of Euroamericans in the late 19th and

early 20th centuries. Permanent structures are evidenced at

four of the sites. The fifth site is probably a temporary

campsite. These sites are probably attributable to early

ranching or mining activities in Pine Valley.

b. Wah Wah Valley: One historic site and four historic iso-

lates were previously recorded in Wah Wah Valley. These are

listed in Table 2-4.

Site 42Be862 is the town of Newhouse, which has been discussed

above. Three of the isolated artifacts are remnants of purple

glass bottles, which date from 1880 to 1920. The isolated

artifacts suggest temporary utilization or travel in Wah Wah

Valley, probably related to Newhouse, Frisco, or ranching.
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2.2.4.3 National Register Sites

Current listings of National Register sites and the Utah State

Historical Society were consulted to determine if any historic

sites in the study area are on the National Register.

a. Pine Valley: There are no historical sites in Pine Valley

listed or currently recommended for listing on the National

Register of Historic Places.

b. Wah Wah Valley: There are no historical sites in Wah Wah

Valley listed or currently recommended for listing on the

National Register of Historic Places.
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3.0 FIELD RESEARCH

3.1 METHODS

3.1.1 Research Strategy

The archeological survey of Pine and Wah Wah valleys was

designed to inventory and evaluate cultural resources in pro-

posed MX construction areas. Procedures for conducting the

survey, recording data, and making significance determinations

were developed by the Air Force and its cultural resources

consultants in conjunction with the Bureau of Land Management.

Because the Pine and Wah Wah valleys IOC project involved Class

III inventory, locations of survey units were based on geotech-

nical and engineering criteria (see Volume I of this report)

independent of archeological considerations.

The overall research design for the inventory, evaluation, and

protection of cultural resources in proposed MX deployment

valleys was not completed prior to the planning of the Pine and

Wah Wah Valley IOC project. The preliminary research design

(Woodward-Clyde Consultants, 1980) became available during the

course of the field work. It presents a set of problem domains,

or general questions about past human activities that serve to

systematically structure the nature of archeological inquiry in

the Great Basin. In addition, it proposes a model of subsis-

tence and settlement (one of the problem domains) which stresses

viewing archeological sites in terms of their positions in a

regional subsistence system. The model provides a useful

construct for organizing information and is the working part

of the research design.
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Field survey procedures and data collection methods dev-loped

for the regional sampling survey were used during tv - IOC

cultural resources survey with some modifications needed to meet

special requirements of the project and BLM policy. These

modifications are reflected in the data collection form and are

discussed in Section 3.1.3. Use of procedures and methods

developed for the MX regional survey allows the IOC data to be

consistent with other data collected and analyzed during MX

cultural resources studies.

3.1.2 Location and Layout of Sample Unit Survey Areas

Three different kinds of construction sites are proposed in Pine

and Wah Wah valleys: Horizontal shelter sites (HSSs), remote

surveillance sites (RSSs), and cluster maintenance facilities

(CMFs). Each of these areas was treated as a survey sample unit

for the IOC cultural resources inventory. Shelter sites are

arranged in clusters, each containing 23 shelters. Each of the

clusters contains one cluster maintenance facility, and four

remote surveillance sites are located within each valley. Five

clusters in Pine Valley and five clusters in Wah Wah Valley were

laid out. Figure 3-1 presents the arrangement of these sites

in Pine Valley and Figure 3-2, Wah Wah Valley.

The area surveyed at each location was much larger than the area

expected to be directly impacted by the facility itself, the

area to be withdrawn and fenced. This larger area was intended

to allow for disturbances to adjacent areas during facility

construction. Figure 3-3 shows the area of direct impact (the

fenced area) in relation to the survey areas.
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The survey sample units are plotted on maps drafted by Ertec

Western at the 1:62,500 and 1:9600 scale. These were used as

field maps for the location of survey units and for initial

plotting of cultural resource data. The survey units, and

*archeological site locations were also transferred to U.S.G.S.

7.5-minute or 15-minute topographic maps in the field.

Survey units were identified on the ground by 3-inch (8-cm)

diameter aluminum monuments with adjacent temporary survey

stakes. To minimize adverse impacts to the local environment,

environmental survey crews used existing roads as much as

possible and followed existing surveyor's tire tracks off-road,

except on occasions when no existing off-road tire tracks could

be located.

Survey teams consisted of two field archeologists usually

accompanied by two biologists. Each survey unit was systemati-

cally examined for cultural resources by walking straight-line

transects at 82-foot (25-m) intervals. An 82-foot (25-m)

interval was used because it is the same as that employed for

the regional sampling survey.

The centerline of the environmental survey area was identified

by cadastral survey. Because only the center line was marked

by the surveyors, the perimeters of the survey areas were iden-

tified by the archeologists or biologists prior to conducting

the survey. This procedure consisted of measuring out the
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appropriate distance from the cadastral survey monuments to

the archeological survey perimeter and then establishing the

corners with the use of a right angle prism. Measurements were

made with metric calibrated hip chains. Since the dimensions

of various HSS, CMF, and RSS units vary, the procedures used

to establish and transect sample survey areas are discussed

separately below.

3.1.2.1 Horizontal Shelter Sites

Horizontal shelter sites were identified on the ground by three

capped rebar survey monuments and adjacent temporary survey

stakes. The three monuments are located 205 feet (62.5 m) apart

along the centerline of the long axis of each shelter site. The

monument designating "the true point of beginning" (TPB), that

is, the intersection of the shelter center line with the fence

line (i.e., rectangular fence configuration) at the front of the

shelter, is stamped with an arrow pointing into the shelter.

The survey area for each shelter site is 665 feet (203 m) by

810 feet (247 m) encompassing 12.36 acres (5 ha). The corners

of the survey area were flagged as follows. First, a flag was

placed along the centerline of the unit, 200 feet (61 m) from

the end or TPB survey monument. Then a flag was placed at both

corners 332.5 feet (101 m) out from and at right angles to the

centerline. The procedure was then repeated for the other end

of the survey unit. The layout of the survey unit area is

illustrated in Figure 3-4.
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After the perimeters of the survey area were delineated with

flagged corners, the area was systematically examined for

cultural material by the two-person field crew walking at

82-foot (25-m) intervals along the long axis of the unit.

Specific transect placement within shelter survey units was

determined in advance so that relevant cultural and environ-

mental data could be recorded on specially designed shelter

sample unit map forms gridded at 82-foot (25-m) intervals along

transect lines. The transects were therefore walked down the

long axis of the survey unit at 41, 123, 205, and 287 feet

(12.5, 37.5, 62.5, and 87.5 m) out from and on both sides of

the centerline flag.

3.1.2.2 Remote Surveillance Sites

Remote Surveillance Sites were identified on the ground by

three capped rebar monum~ents and adjacent temporary survey

stakes located 50 feet (15 m) apart. The survey area for each

of the RSS sample units is 300 feet (91 m) by 300 feet (91 m)

encompassing 2.06 acres (1 ha).

Two different staking patterns were employed for the RSS units.

In one pattern, the stakes were placed along the centerline.

The corners were flagged by first placing a flag on the center-

line 100 feet (31 m) out from each of the two end monuments.

Corner flags were then placed at 150 feet (46 m) out from

and at right angles to the centerline. The other staking

pattern, less commonly used, placed the three stakes along one

end of the fenced/construction area. A flag was first placed
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along the outer limit of the environmental area, 100 feet

(31 m) from an end monument. Corner flags were placed at right

angles to this flag, at distances of 100 feet (31 m) and 200

feet (61 m). This layout appears in Figure 3-5.

Each RSS was archeologically surveyed with four transects

located 82 feet (25 m) apart with the first placed along one

side and the fourth located slightly outside the survey unit

area.

3.1.2.3 Cluster Maintenance Facility Sites

Two different sized areas were surveyed for cluster maintenance

facilities. The survey area for CMFs 3 and 4 in Pine Valley and

CMFs 1, 3, and 5 in Wah Wah Valley was 750 feet (229 m) by

1140 feet (348 m) encompassing 19.62 acres (8 ha). The survey

area for CMFs 1, 2, and 5 in Pine Valley and CMFs 2 and 4 in Wah

Wah Valley was 750 feet (229 m) by 1100 feet (335 m) encompass-

ing 18.94 acres (8 ha). Monuments for these two sizes of CMFs

were located 370 feet (113 m) and 350 feet (107 m) apart,

respectively.

CMFs were located on the ground by three capped survey monuments

and adjacent temporary survey stakes placed along the long axis

of the centerline of the CMF.

The corners of the CMF survey areas were flagged in the follow-

ing way. First, a flag was placed in line with the survey
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monuments 200 feet (61 m) out from TPB monument. Then, facing

into the unit, corner flags were placed out 375 feet (114 m), at

right angles to the monument line. The procedure was then

repeated for the other end of the CMF. The layout of the CMF's

is illustrated in Figure 3-6.

Each CMF was surveyed for cultural resources by walking ten

transects at 82 feet (25 m) intervals along the long axis of the

unit.

3.1.3 Data Recording

Locational and environmental data were systematically recorded

* for each sample unit area (HSS, CMF, and RSS) on "Sample Unit

Record" forms. These forms were designed during the MX regional

survey for the entire MX project so that directly comparable

information could be collected for the overall archeological

research project. Archeological sites were recorded on "The

Utah Antiquities Site Form." These forms were only slightly

modified to accommodate the specific requirements of the IOC

survey. Field crews received both prefield and field training

in proper recording procedures. Each crew member received a

copy of the revised Field Manual, giving detailed recording

instructions. Recording procedures are further described

below.

3.1.3.1 Sample Unit Record Forms

The "Sample Unit Record" forms were only slightly modified from

those used during the MX regional survey to accommodate the

Ert
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different sizes of sampling units and potential mitigation

requirements. The *Vegetation* and "Landform Maps* were redrawn

to represent the dimensions of the sample units, which were much

smaller than those of the regional sampling survey.

Vegetation associations for each sample unit area were selected

from the choices provided on the unit form under the "Sites and

Vegetation Map so that sample units might be made directly

comparable to the regional survey data. The actual vegetation

pattern is more diverse than the list on the form provides for.

Therefore, vegetation was further described by listing each

species in order of conspicuousness. A full discussion of the

vegetation of Pine and Wah Wah valleys is provided in Volume II,

Part II of this report.

Landforms for each sample unit area were also selected from the

choices provided on the unit form under the "Landform Map" to

make data comparable to the regional survey data.

A detailed map was added to the sample unit form to facili-

tate recording of cultural materials along survey transects

and in relation to the cadastral survey monuments. The com-

pass bearing of the centerline of each unit was recorded on

each detailed map and later compared to the computer printout

as a check on unit locations and as a means of checking the

orientation of the survey areas on the ground. A contour map

based on the 1:9600 field maps was then overlaid on the form.

Washes, outcrops, roads, fences, section markers, and other

LA
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prominent features were also indicated. Consequently, cultural

materials were easily and accurately plotted on the maps rep-

resenting the survey areas. Vegetation and wildlife data

recorded by the field biologists on similar forms were directly

comparable.

A black-and-white verification photograph was taken from the

southwest corner of each survey area. The biological field

crew took a color photo of each unit from the same location.

3.1.3.2 Archeological Recording Procedures

All cultural materials older than 50 years, including isolated

artifacts, were recorded on the standard "Utah State Antiqui-

ties Site Form." Black-and-white photographs were taken of all

archeological sites, temporally diagnostic artifacts, and

isolated artifacts. In addition, drawings were made of all

isolated artifacts, projectile points, and certain other arti-

facts such as groundstone and bifaces. A sketch map was drawn

for each site to represent it within the survey unit area. Each

site was plotted on U.S.G.S. 7.5-minute or 15-minute maps, a

copy of which was then appended to each site form. Supplemen-

tary information on prehistoric lithic assemblages was incor-

porated into the artifact description on the Utah Antiquities

Site Form. This included a biface and flake typology developed

by Richard Hanes, Nevada State BLM archeologist, and a descrip-

tion of lithic material type. A copy of Hanes' typology is

included in Section 3.2.2.3 of this report.

Ertae
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3.1.3.3 The MX Numbering System

Temporary archeological field numbers were assigned to archeo-

logical sites according to the system developed by HDR for the

MX project. These were slightly modified to accommodate the IOC

project. There are two basic parts to the standard MX site

designation. The first is the designation for the sample unit

in which the site was found. There are three fields to each

sample unit designation, separated by dashes. All sample unit

designations begin with the prefix "MX", followed by a U.S.G.S.

number for the specific watershed in which the sample unit is

found. The watershed number, in turn, is followed by a second

dash and a final set of numbers. This last series of numbers

are those assigned to the horizontal shelter sites, cluster

maintenance facilities, or remote surveillance sites. For

example, MX-5c-2/23 refers to shelter number 23 in Cluster 2

(2/23) in Pine Valley (5c). Cluster maihtenance facilities

are also indexed by letter abbreviation (CMF) and cluster num-

ber (2), i.e., MX-5c-CMF/2. Remote surveillance sites are

referenced by letter abbreviation and sequential number desig-

nated on the field maps, i.e., MX-5c-RSS/4.

The second part of the site designation is a letter, H, HI, P,

PI, or M (depending on whether the site is a historic site,

a historic isolate, a prehistoric site, a prehistoric isolate,

or contains elements of both), coupled with a sequential inte-

ger. For example, a prehistoric site recorded in shelter 23

of Cluster 2 would receive the designation MX-5c-2/23-Pl; a

-- tWa
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prehistoric isolate in the same shelter would be designated

MX-5c-2/23-PI1.

Sites located entirely outside the sample unit boundaries were

referenced to the nearest sample unit and received the designa-

tion "(off)" immediately following the sample unit number, for

example, MX-5c-2/23(off)-P1.

3.1.4 Determination of Significance and Criteria for Avoidance

All sites recorded during the IOC field survey of Pine and Wah

Wah valleys were evaluated according to the Site Significance

Criteria list provided by the Bureau of Land Management (see

Appendix E) to determine which sites would require avoidance

mitigation. Determination of significance should not be con-

fused with National Register potential. The criteria list

merely reflects a guiding agreement between the Air Force and

the BLM regarding the protection of cultural resources from

potential direct MX construction impacts. These criteria pro-

vided the means by which determinations of significance could

be made in the course of the survey so that proposed construc-

tion areas could be moved to archeologically less sensitive

areas. This procedure is experimental and its feasibility as

an overall mitigation measure is still under consideration.

The list of criteria for avoidance mitigation is provided in

Table 3-1.

The preliminary research design developed for MX research in

the Great Basin (Woodward-Clyde Consultants, 1980) stresses

-Er
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Prehistoric

I. Sites exhibiting a high likelihood of depth (e.g., dune
sites, sites located on alluvial fans exhibiting high
densities of chipped stone artifacts or hearth features).

2. Isolated features which demonstrate a possibility of depth
(e.g., caches partially exposed by deflation).

3. Rockshelters immediately exposed to project location.

4. Rock art sites.

5. Large lithic scatters containing temporally diagnostic
artifacts or artifacts indicative of specific cultural
affiliations, multicomponent sites, or sites composed of
discrete multiple activity areas.

6. Burial sites.

7. Rock alignments and cairns.

Historic

1. Structures greater than 50 years of age (e.g., ranches, ore
mills).

2. Multicomponent or multiple activity sites (e.g., mining
camps or towns).

3. Mining developments (e.g., shafts, adits).

4. Cemeteries.

5. Road or trail traces of early transportation routes.

In addition to the above prehistoric and historic site type
listings, unusual or enigmatic anomalies should also be included.

Source: Richard Hanes, Nevada BLM State Archeologist

X SITIN NVESAON
OEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

Ea ImwmW Cmmm MOIAFRCE.MX

ARCHEOLOGICAL SITE SIGNIFICANCE
CRITERIA LIST

TABLE 3-1
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the importance of viewing significance in a regional frame-

work. Archeological sites are evaluated in terms of how they

serve to describe and explain the prehistoric human activity

within a particular region. While not involving any specific

criteria, this evaluation of significance is also important in

determining the impact to cultural resources by proposed MX

construction.

3.1.5 Collection Policy

During the course of the IOC survey in Pine and Wah Wah valleys,

only isolated diagnostic artifacts were collected. However, all

isolates were recorded, whether or not they were diagnostic.

This was according to BLM established guidelines for Utah. A

list of collected artifacts is provided in Table 3-2. The

artifacts are illustrated in Figure 3-7.

Curation

Collected artifacts will be curated by the Department of Anthro-

pology, Southern Utah State College, Cedar City, under the

direction of Dr. Richard Thompson.

3.2 RESULTS

3.2.1 Inventoried Areas

3.2.1.1 Pine Valley

A total of 1718.20 acres (695 ha) were inventoried in Pine

Valley. This includes the original shelter sites, resited

shelter sites, cluster maintenance facility sites, and remote

surveillance sites. The breakdown of total areas, by BLM

EErtee
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Pine Valley:

MX-5c-2/16-HI1 broken bottle

MX-5c-3/17-13I1 purple whiskey bottle

MX-5c-3/6-H11 hole:-in-the-top can

1X-5c-3/22-PI1 obsidian Rose Spring Point (a)

MX-5c-CMF/5-PI1 stemmed projectile point base (b)

MX-5c-3/10A-PI1 obsidiar, Rose Spring point (c)

MX-5c-2/15A-PI1 large side-notched point/bif ace (d)

Wah Wah Valley:

MX-54-2/20-PIl projectile point base (e)

MX-54-4/1-HII unidentified rectangular can

MX-5.4-5/8A-PI1 Elko Corner-Notched point (f)

IM MX SITIGAIVSTTIONEracIDEPARTMENT OF THE AlRFOC

PINE AND WAH WAH VALLEYS
COLLECTED ARTIFACTS

TAILS 3-2
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district and by state land is illustrated in Tab)e 3-3.

A total of 115 shelter sites, four remote surveillance sites,

and five cluster maintenance facilties were originally surveyed.

Twenty-five shelter sites were resited for geotechnical or

engineering reasons, or to avoid sensitive archeological or

biological resources. Of these, ten units were moved only a few

hundred feet from the original unit. As a result, the survey

areas frequently overlapped, and only small areas required

additional survey. The resited units and additional survey

acreage for Pine Valley are listed in Table 3-4.

Twenty-eight archeological sites were recorded on sample units

in Pine Valley. Of the total of 150 sample unit areas (includ-

ing resited units), 23 units contained one or more cultural

resources. The locations of archeological sites in relation to

sample unit areas are shown in Figure 3-8.

3.2.1.2 Wah Wah Valley

A total of 1677.82 acres (679 ha) were inventoried in Wah Wah

Valley. Included are the original shelter sites, cluster

maintenance facilities, remote surveillance sites, and resited

shelter sites. The breakdown of total areas, by BLM district

and by state land is listed in Table 3-5.

The original survey included 115 shelter sites, four remote

surveillance sites, and five cluster maintenance facilities.

Twenty-two shelter sites were resurveyed for geotechnical or

engineering reasons, or to avoid sensitive archeological or

p Ertee
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a. BLM DISTRICT LANDS

Cedar City District Richfield District Total
Survey Units Acres Hectares Acres Hectares Acres Hectares

HSS(111), 1283.58 519.34 194.72 78.78 1478.30 598.12

RSS(4), CMF(5)

Resited
Units 159.49 64.53 18.61 7.53 178.10 72.06

TOTAL 1443.07 583.87 213.33 86.31 1656.40 670.18

b. UTAH STATE LANDS

Survey Units Acres Hectares

HSS(4) 49.44 20.00
Resited Units 12.36 .5.00

TOTAL 61.80 25.00

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _M 
X_ _SIT ING_ _ IN E S I A T IO N 3
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Sample Unit Survey Area
Number (Acres)

MX-SC-1/1A 4.92
MX-5C-1/1 4A 3.12
MX-5C-1/21A 3.12
MX-5C- 1/22A 6.77
MX-5C-2/1 3A 6.77
MX-5C-2/1 4A 3.12
MX-SC-2/15A 12.36
X-5C-2/18A 3.12
tX-5C-3/6A 12.36
MX-5C-3/7A 7.62
MX-5C-3/8A 4.92
MX-5C-3/9A 3.12
MX-5C-3/1 0A 12.36
MX-5C-3/13A 12.36
MX-5C-3/16A 6.25
MX-5C-4/5A 3.12
MX-5C-4/6A 12.36
MX-5C-4/7A 12.36
MX-5C-4/9A 3.12
MX-5C-4/10A 12.36
MX-5C-4/1 lA 4.57
MX-5C-5/A 12.36
MX-5C-5/2A 3.12
MX-5C-5/3A 12.36
MX-5C-5/8A 12.36

MX SITING INVESTIGATION
= Irc OEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

*MOIAFRCE-MX

RESURVEYED AREAS - PINE VALLEY

TAILE 3-4
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a. BLM DISTRICT LAND

Cedar City District Richfield District Total
Survey Units Acres Hectares Acres Hectares Acres Hectares

HSS(107), 510.98 206.74 917.88 371.37 1428.86 578.11
* RSS(4), CMP(5)

* Resurveyed
Units 21.73 8.79 125.30 50.69 147.03 59.48

* TOTAL 532.71 215.53 1043.18 422.06 1575.89 637.59

b. UTAH STATE LANDS

Survey Units Acres Hectares

HSS(8) 98.88 40.00
Resurveyed Units 3.05 1.23

TOTAL 101.93 41.23

Im MX SITIN4G INVESTIGATIONOSPARqTMENT OF TMIE AIR FORCE

ilm im~mlp mB MOIAFRkCE-MX

SURVEY AREAS - WAH WAH VALLEY

TAULE 3-!
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biological resources. Of this total, seven units were resited

to new locations. The remaining fifteen units were moved a few

hundred feet, so that survey areas frequently overlapped, and

only small areas required additional survey. Resurveyed units

and additional survey acreage for Wah Wah Valley are listed in

Table 3-6.

A total of 55 archeological sites were recorded in Wah Wah

Valley on sample units. Of the total of 146 sample units

(including resited units), 42 units contained one or more

cultural resources. Archeological sites in relation to sample

unit areas are displayed in Figure 3-9.

3.2.2 Recorded Sites

3.2.2.1 Factors Conditioning Site Preservation and

Discovery

Site preservation in Pine and Wah Wah valleys is variable.

Both valleys have been grazed by cattle and sheep, in some

* areas, intensively. One section in Pine Valley (T28S, R17W,

Section 32) has been plowed and planted in crested wheat grass

(Agropyron desertorum). Erosion by washing affects site preser-

vation, and large ephemeral washes are found in parts of both

valleys. Off-road vehicle tracks and trails are also found

throughout both valleys.

Survey conditions were generally average to good in both val-

leys, although some units were surveyed under poor conditions.

The vegetation was typically sparse, permitting good ground

visibility, however, grass did tend to obscure the ground in

i es, altouh sme unis 
er 
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Sample Unit Survey Area
Number (Acres)

MX-54-1/21A 6.25
MX-54-2/16A 6.18
MX-54-2/19A 3.12
MX-54-2/21A 12.36
MX-54-3/14A 6.18
MX-54-3/15A 12.36
MX-54-3/16A 12.36
MX-54-3/17A 12.36
MlX-54-3/22A 9 .27
KX-54-4/14A 12.36
MX-54-4/17A 3.81
MX-54-5/5A 4.04
MX-54-5/7A 6.10
MX-54-5/8A 3.05
MX-54,-5/13A 3.12

MX-54-5/14A 3.12
MX-54-5/18A 12.36
MX-54-5/19A 4.64
MX-54-5/20A 12.36
MX-54-5/22A 2.78
MX-54-5/23A 1.90

mG x SITING INVESTIGATION

OEPARTMENT OF ThE AtM FORCE
me la Q~mm BMOIAFRCE-MX

RESURVEYED AREAS -
WAH WAH VALLEY

TABLE 34
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less than 20 percent of the areas surveyed. The major factor

causing poor survey conditions in both valleys was the weather.

Snow partially covered the ground during survey in the southern

part of Pine Valley, although survey was not attempted unless

coverage was less than 30 percent. Foggy and overcast condi-

tions, cold temperatures, and biting winds undoubtedly affected

visibility, as well as surveyor performance, on some days.

Given that the survey interval used for the survey was 82 feet

(25 m) it is probable that not all isolated artifacts were seen

and recorded. However, all prehistoric or historic sites

occurring in the study area were probably discovered.

3.2.2.2 Site Typology

For the purposes of the IOC survey sites are defined by the

presence of one or more prehistoric artifacts. The typology

used to describe the prehistoric sites discovered during the IOC

cultural resources survey includes isolated artifacts, lithic

scatters, milling stations, and temporary camps. This typology

is based on one used during the MX regional sampling survey but

was modified somewhat following discussions with Dr. Richard

Hanes, BLM Nevada State Archeologist.

An isolated artifact is a single artifact that is located at

least 30.5 feet (100 m) from another artifact or feature. Iso-

lated artifacts are not considered archeological sites in Utah,

and therefore, were not assigned permanent site numbers accord-

ing to the Utah State Bureau of Land Management policy. How-

ever, Utah Antiquities Site Forms were completed for all such

discoveries.

~Ertac
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Lithic scatters are defined by the presence of two or more

tools, flakes, or other reduction byproducts within 305 feet

(100 m) of each other. In addition to this, several subtypes of

lithic scatters are described. Quarries consist primarily of

unmodified reduction waste products, including shatter and

flakes. Chipping circles consist of the byproducts from the

reduction of a single specimen. Where these subtypes could not

be identified, lithic scatters were designated small, those

537.9 square feet (50 m2 ) or less, and large, those greater

than 537.9 square feet (50 m2 ).

Milling stations consist of artifacts or features indicative

of milling activities such as groundstone manos and metates.

Temporary camps are defined by the presence of some combination

of flaked stone artifacts, groundstone, fire cracked rocks, or

ceramics which indicate limited subsistence and maintenance

activities.

The MX regional research design (Woodward-Clyde Consultants,

1980) views archeological sites as parts of a regional subsis-

tence system. Principal site types described include: residen-

tial bases, field camps, and locations. A "residential base" is

a habitation site from which other activities, such as resource

procurement, were based. Evidence of resource processing and

maintenance tasks are used to identify residential bases. From

a residential base, task groups might go out to gather specific

resources and make a temporary "field camp" while away from the

residential base. Evidence of limited camping and the process-

ing of a single resource are used to identify field camps. The

' . . . . . - . .. . .. .I
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place where a resource is procured is a "location." Evidence

of minimal processing is used to identify a location, although

many have few or no archeological remains. These site types

are integrated into a regional framework that describes the

subsistence-settlement of a given area.

3.2.2.3 Pine Valley

A total of 32 discrete sites were recorded in Pine Valley, 23

prehistoric, 8 historic, and 1 multicomponent. All sites are

described according to type and subtype.

a. Historic Sites: The historic sites in Pine Valley include

seven isolated artifacts and one section marker. Site 42Be27

(MX-5c-5/14(off)-M1) contains a historic campsite/trash dump

with a prehistoric site. These sites are summarized in Table

3-7.

The one historic campsite recorded in Pine Valley is a scatter

consisting of two glass containers, about ten cans, and a small

meta- pillbox. The glass containers include one purple food jar

and a clear glass medicine bottle which would have had a cork

stopper. The cans are all hole-in-the-top, dated 1810 to early

1900s.

The historic isolates in Pine Valley include two glass bottles,

four cans, one nail, and one benchmark. One of the bottles is a

purple whiskey bottle with embossed lettering, "J. RIEGER & CO.,

DISTRIBUTORS, KANSAS CITY, MO., 32 ozs. FULL QUART." The bottle

is dated 1895-1915 The .ze, bottle is a fragmented machine

-=c
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Permanent No.
Temporary No. Description Date

MX-5c-RSS/1-HI1 bench mark - tJ.S.G.L.O. 1913

MX-5c-2/8-Hhl hole-in-the-top can 1810-early 1900s

MX-5c-2/16-HIl broken green bottle 1900-1915

'IMX-5c-3/6-BHl hole-in-the-top can 1810-early 1900s

MX-5c-3/17-Hjl purple whiskey bottle 1870-1920

1X-5c-4/5-HII hole-in-the-top can 1810-early 1900s

mx-5c-4/l 9-HIll hole-in-the-top can 1810-early 1900s

MX-5c-CMF/4-HI1 cut nail in a timber 1820-1890

42Be27 campsite/trash dump 1880-1920
MX-5c-5/1 4(off)-Hh1

MSITING INVESTIGATIONEracOEPARTME NT OF TI4E AIRFOC

HISTORIC SITES - PINE VALLEY

TABLE 3-7
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made green quart beer bottle, dated 1915-1920 (Fike, 1981). The

cans are all hole-in-the-top. The nail is a square, cut nail,

which is dated 1820-1890. The benchmark placed by the U.S.

General Land Office Survey has a stamped date of 1913.

b. Prehistoric Sites

Isolated Artifacts

A total of 20 isolated prehistoric artifacts were recorded in

Pine Valley. The distribution of these artifacts in Pine Valley

is illustrated in Figure 3-8. The isolated artifacts are sum-

marized by type below.

Type Number

Projectile Points 4
Bifaces/Cores 4
Flakes 12

Total 20

Isolated Projectile Points

Of the four isolated projectile points discovered in Pine

Valley, two were obsidian Rose Spring corner-notched points

(MX-5c-3/22-PII, MX-5c-3/10A-PI1). The other two projectile

points were more difficult to describe by type. Site MX-5c-

CMF/5-PI1 is the basal portion of a white chert, stemmed point.

This point is most like a Gypsum type, although it is also simi-

lar to stemmed points from western Utah, which Rudy (1953) de-

fines as pre-ceramic and Pueblo types. Isolate MX-5c-2/15A-PI1

is the distal fragment of a large, side-notched point or hafted

I Ert.c
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biface of dark orange-brown chert. The point may be Elko Series

or one of the large, side-notched types defined at Sudden Shel-

ter (Holmer, 1980). The points are illustrated in Figure 3-7.

Bifaces, Cores, and Flakes

In Pine Valley, the majority of isolated artifacts (80 percent)

are lithic reduction products, including bifaces, and flakes,

some of which are characterized by retouch or utilization.

These artifacts are listed in Table 3-8.

In describing the lithic material, chert refers to any cryp-

tocrystalline silicate material, such as jasper, agate, or chal-

cedony (Elston, 1971). Richard Hanes, BLM Nevada State Archeo-

logist, developed an artifact typology to systemize lithic

descriptions for the IOC survey. Bifaces, cores, and flakes

are divided into the types described in Table 3-9.

In Pine Valley, 4 (25 percent) of the isolated lithics are

bifaces, representing almost all stages in tool reduction. The

remaining 12 artifacts (75 percent) are flakes, including 9 in-

terior flakes (type lID) and 3 broken flakes (type IIB). Re-

touch or utilization is present on 8 (66 percent) of the flakes.

The material types present in Pine Valley for isolated arti-

facts are: 65 percent chert, 20 percent obsidian, and 15

percent quartzite.

Lithic Scatters

A total of 3 lithic scatters were recorded in Pine Valley. In

addition, one site which includes historic materials with a

Ertec
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Retouch
Ma terial Artifact and/or

Temporary No. Type Color Type Utilization

MX-Sc-1/22(off)-PI1 quartzite red lID +

MX-5c-2/11-Pil chert gold 1B (?)

1MX-Sc-2/16-PIl quartzite red 1A

MX-5c-2/18-PI1 obsidian black XID +

MX-Sc-3/7-PI 1 chert red/gold 110 +

MX-5c-3/8(R)-P11 chert orange 11B

MX-Sc-3/15-Pl1 quartzite white 11D +
(scraper)

MX-5c-3/22-PI1 chert red 1E

MX-c-4/4-PI1 chert red brown ID

MX-5c-4/11(R)-PII chert gold IID +

MX-5c-CMF/4-PI1 chert gold IID

MX-5c-CMF/4-PI1 chert gold 11D +

MX-5c-5/8(R)-PI1 obsidian black IIB +

MX-5c-5/8(R)off-PI1 chert white 1ID

MX-5c-5/12(off)-PIl chert white 11D

MX-5c-5/21-PI1 chert brown 1IB +

WErtc DEPARTMENT O H I OC
IDO H I MOIAFRCE-MX

ISOLATED LITHICS - PINE VALLEY

TABLE 34
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I. Cores and Bifaces

Type A. Angular thick specimens with large, frequently
irregular, flake removals that produce uneven shapes,
sections and edges; shape categories are difficult to
define due to unevenness of morpholo4ical parameters.

Type 3. Roughly shaped by percussion thinning; edges and
outlines are irregular, but section is moderately regular;
outline symmetry is noticeable. Other descriptive terms
defining shape should be used, such as polyhedral, tar-
tots*, pyramidal, etc.

Type C. Moderately regular in outline and section but
edges still comparatively ragged and sinuous. This type
is equivalent to a Oblank.0

Type D. Section and edge even in outline, but usually
lacks hafting modifications and edges not systematically
pressure trimmed.

Type Z. Even outlines, regular sections, and pressure or
fine percussion edge finishing. Rafting modifications
absent or unfinished.

I. Flake Categories

A. Shatter (miscellaneous manufacturing by-products) -
featureless ch:pa, angular splinters, amorphous chunks.

S. Broken flakes - flake fragments missing the bulbs of
force and striking platforms.

C. Decortification flakes - dorsal surface entirely or
partly covered by cortex.

0. Interior percussion flakes - struck core-interior or
bifacial blanks; relatively large in sixe with prominent
bulbs of force and (frequently) plain simple platform
surfaces.

9. Siface thinning flakes - commonly exhibit multifaceted
striking platform edges thin in cross-section and broad in
outline.

F. Pressure flakes - relatively small with minute acumi-
nate bulbs of force, thin cross-sections, and symmetrical
outlines.

Sources Richard Hanes, BLM State Archeologist, Nevada.

MX SITING INVESTIGATION

ErLSC OEPARTMENT OF TME AIR FORCE
% Ba. I.-W SMOIAFRCE-MX

LITHIC ARTIFACT TYPOLOGY

TABLE 3-9
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prehistoric lithic scatter is reported. A lithic scatter is de-

fined by the presence of two or more lithic artifacts within 305

feet (100 m) of each other. These sites were further distin-

guished as small or large lithic scatters as mentioned above.

There were two small and two large lithic scatters discovered in

Pine Valley. All of the lithic scatters recorded in Pine Valley

are low density; that is, less than 30 artifacts per 107.6

square feet (10 m2).

The artifacts in each lithic scatter are listed according to

number and type in Table 3-10. Material types are given by

percentage of artifacts observed at the site.

Small Lithic Scatters

In Pine Valley, small lithic scatters contain only unmodified

quartzite and chert interior flakes (type IID) with no diag-

nostic artifacts.

Large Lithic Scatters

The two large lithic scatters in Pine Valley are composed of

unmodified flakes thinly scattered over large areas. Obsidian

is the predominant raw material at one site, and constitutes

just less than half the material at the other site, where chert

is more common. The Pine Valley lithic scatters contain no

functionally specific or temporally diagnostic artifacts, making

any inferences about resource gathering, processing activities,

or age difficult. Since the lithic materials were not local,

perhaps tool production for resource procurement was taking

~Ertec
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place at the site, and tools were carried from the site when it

was abandoned. Limited tool reduction activity, primarily the

removal of interior flakes from a core, is evidenced by the

lithic assemblages.

3.2.2.4 Wah Wah Valle&,

In Wah Wah Valley, 59 discrete sites and isolates, including 50

prehistoric, 8 historic, and 1 multi-component, were reported.

a. Historic Sites: In Wah Wah Valley, historic sites include

six isolated artifacts and three campsite/dumps. Of these, site

42Md597 (MX-54-CMF/4 (off)-M1) is a historic campsite area, with

prehistoric materials also present. The historic sites are

described in Table 3-11.

b. Prehistoric Sites:

Isolated Artifacts

A total of 38 isolated prehistoric artifacts were recorded in

Wah Wah Valley. The distribution of isolated artifacts is illu-

* strated in Figure 3-9. The isolated artifacts are summarized by

type below.

Type Number

Projectile Points 2
Bifaces/Cores 6
Flakes 30

Total 38

I. t w
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Permanent Site Number

Temporary Site Number Description Date

4MX-54-l/l 6-HIll brown beer bottle fragments 1900-1921

MX-54-CMF/3-H11 hole-in-the-top can 1810-early 1900s

OMX-54-4/1-EIl rectangular metal can 
unknown

42Nd595 campsite pre 1920
MX-54-4/2H1 1

1X-54-4/10-Hil purple bottle fragments 1880-1920

?X-54-4/17(R)-uH1 purple Jar fragments 1880-1920)

*142Md597 campsite early 1900.
* 1X-54-CMF/4(off)-M1

MX-54-5/18(r)-HIl hole-in-the-top can 1810-early 1900s

42Md596 campsite early 1900s
MX-54-5/20-HI

OEPARTMENT OF TN! AIR FORCE

6 TABLE 3-11
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Isolated Projectile Points

Two isolated projectile points were discovered in Wah Wah

Valley. Site MX-54-2/20-PI1 is the proximal portion of an

obsidian basal-notched projectile point. The type is not firmly

determined, although it may belong to the Elko series. Site

MX-54-5/8A-PI1 consists of a large, complete white quartzite

Elko corner-notched point. These points are illustrated in

Figure 3-7.

Bifaces, Cores, and Flakes

The majority of isolated artifacts in Wah Wah Valley (94 per-

cent) are lithic reduction products such as bifaces, cores,

flakes, and non-distinctive flake tools characterized by retouch

or utilization. These artifacts are listed in Table 3-12.

The 36 isolated non-diagnostic lithics in Wah Wah Valley include

7 (19 percent) bifaces or cores. The type IA artifact is a

thick, angular specimen with irregular flaking, and is probably

an exhausted core. The single type IB specimen is the distal

portion of a roughly shaped artifact. Four bifaces are type IC,

representing an intermediate stage of tool manufacture. One

type IE midsection is a fragment of a finished tool.

Twenty-nine (81 percent) of the 36 isolated non-diagnostic

lithics in Wah Wah Valley are flakes. Of these 18 (62 percent)

are type IID, interior flakes, 2 (7 percent) are type IIA,

shatter, 3 (10 percent) are type IIB, broken flakes, 4 (14

percent) are type IIC, cortex flakes, and 2 (7 percent) are type

IIE, biface thinning flakes. It is possible that some of the

__ -_
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Material Artifact Modifi-
Temporary No. Type Color Type cation(a)

MX-54-1/1-PI1 obsidian black lID +
MX-54-1/3-PIl chert light IID-

coo0r
MX-54-1/4-PIl chert white IID (scraper) +
MX-54-1/5-PIl obsidian black lB (distal) -

MX-54-1/7-PIl obsidian black lID -

MX-54-1/7-PI2 obsidian black IIB/D -
MX-54-1/11-PI1 chert white lID -

MX-54-1/11-PI2 chert white IIC +
MX-54-1/14-PIl chert brown lID -
MX-54-1/14-PI2 obsidian black IID -
MX-54-1/21(R)-PII obsidian black IIB
MX-54-1/21(R)-PI2 chert beige lID -
MX-54-1/23-PI1 chert white IC -

MX-54-CMF/1-PIl chert tan IA -
MX-54-CMF/1-PI2 chert tan/light IIC +

color
MX-54-2/1-Pil chert gold lID +
MX-54-2/1(off)-PI1 chert gold I=C
MX-54-2/2-PII obsidian black lID-
MX-54-2/6-PIl obsidian black lID +
MX-54-2/16-PII chert black 11E-
MX-54-2/20-PIl chert gold IID +
MX-54-2/21-PIl obsidian black lID +
MX-54-3/1-PI1 chert gold lID +
MX-54-3/2-PIl quartzite white IID (scraper) +
MX-54-3/2-PI2 chert gold IIA +
MX-54-3/6-PI1 chert orange IIB-
MX-54-3/14-PI1 obsidian black IE (midsection)-
MX-54-3/15(R)-PI1 chert gold 110 +
MX-54-CMF/3-PIl obsidian dark grey IC +
MX-54-4/4-PIl quartzite white I=C
MX-54-4/1O-PIl obsidian black IIA +
MX-54-4/17-PIl chert white IC M? +
MX-54-5/2-PIl quartzite grey/white lID +
MX-54-5/13-PIl chert tan lIE +
MX-54-5/13(R)-PIl quartzite white IID-
MX-54-5/18(R)-PI1 obsidian grey/black IC-

(a) + -Present; Absent.

SITING INVESTIGATIONw~rta.1 EPAXRTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

ISOLATED LITHICS - WAH WAH VALLEY

TABLE 3-12
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interior or broken flakes may also be biface thinning flakes.

Retouch or utilization is indicated on 15 (52 percent) of the

flakes, including two scrapers.

Material types for isolated artifacts in Wah Wah Valley include:

50 percent chert, 39 percent obsidian, and 11 percent quartzite.

Lithic Scatters

A total of 10 lithic scatters are recorded for Wah Wah Valley,

including 3 small and 7 large.

All of the recorded lithic scatters are low density. Figure

3-9 illustrates the general distribution of small and large

lithic scatters in Wah Wah Valley. Characteristics of the

assemblage of each lithic scatter are described in Table 3-13.

Material types are reported by percentage of all artifacts

present in the site.

Small Lithic Scatters

Two of the three small scatters in Wah Wah Valley are similar,

each containing two unmodified chert interior flakes (type IID),

or biface thinning flakes (type IIE). The third site has one

chert biface thinning flake (type IIE) and one obsidian Elko

corner-notched point.

Large Lithic Scatters

In Wah Wah Valley, seven large lithic scatters of sparsely dis-

tributed materials are recorded. Four of these sites contain

only unmodified flakes and shatter, primarily obsidian, with no

- Ertme
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tools or diagnostic artifacts. An obsidian Humboldt Concave

Base projectile point occurs with two obsidian interior flakes

(type IID) at site 42Md602 (MX-54-3/14-P1). Two sites 42Md604

(MX-54-4/20(off)-Pl) and 42Md606 (MX-54-5/7-P1) contain bifaces

of types IA, IB, and IE, as well as flakes representing various

stages in the lithic reduction sequence. In addition, a split

obsidian cobble occurs at one of these sites. In general, the

lithic scatters in Wah Wah Valley reflect greater internal

variety in terms of tool and flake types. This difference may

reflect the fact that the Wah Wah Valley sites primarily repre-

sent workshop activities, rather than resource gathering or

processing. The survey results suggest that artifact material

and sites are sparsely distributed, indicating that workshop

activity was not heavy in the valley.

Milling Stations

In Wah Wah Valley, two small sites contain ground stone arti-

facts, and are classified as milling stations. Site 42Md598

(MX-54-4/20-Pl) consists of a quartzite mano fragment and a

large obsidian projectile point or biface (type IE) fragment.

The mano is ground on all surfaces and is ovoid in form. The

projectile point or biface is fairly large, with notches for

hafting (Figure 3-7). The site occurs on a low beach feature

overlooking Sevier Lake. Site MX-54-CMF/3-PI2 is an isolated

metate fragment. The metate is thin, ground on one surface,

portable, and made of a volcanic material. Both sites probably

reflect the processing of seeds, sach as grass seeds, which

~ErtL!
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could be gathered in the valley. During the survey Oryzopsis

hymenoides and other grasses were seen in Wah Wah Valley. These

grasses are likely to have been much more abundant prior to

the advent of ranching, and during periods of greater mois-

ture. This phenomena was observed i.n Pine Valley, where wetter

weather in the past few years has greatly increased the grass

cover.

Temporary Camp

One site evidencing limited occupation is recorded for Wah Wah

Valley. Site 42Md597 (14X-54-CMF/4(off)-M1) contains historic

materials as well as two probable prehistoric hearths, sparse

obsidian flakes, and one projectile point. The hearths consist

of concentrations of fire-cracked rocks, but no charcoal was

observed. The flakes are primarily unmodified, although one

shows utilization. The obsidian projectile point is the distal

portion of a small point, perhaps Rose Spring or Desert side-

notched. The site is located on a sandy terrace in Wah Wah

Valley, and probably represents limited camping activity by a

small group of prehistoric peoples.

3.2.3 Summary

3.2.3.1 Pine Valley

The archeological sites recorded during the IOC survey in Pine

Valley are summarized in Table 3-14. Included are two large

lithic scatters, two small lithic scatters, and one historic

campsite. In addition, twenty prehistoric isolates and eight

EErt
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historic isolates were cecorded. Table 3-15 presents the land-

form and vegetation associations of prehistoric sites, and the

distribution of sites and isolates in reference to landform and

vegetation.

When compared to previous investigations, the sites discovered

during the Pine Valley IOC survey are consistent with the

previously summarized pattern for prehistoric activities in the

valley. The lower alluvial fan, plain, and playa areas contain

evidence of temporary utilization for hunting, gathering,

other resource procurement activities, and may indicate travel

within the valley. Some materials may have been washed down

from higher areas, where habitation sites are located. None of

the lithic scatters recorded on the IOC survey contain artifacts

characteristic of habitation or more than temporary use.

The MX regional sampling survey conducted during the summer of

1980 recorded a greater number of sites, particularly habitation

sites with ground stone and ceramics, in Pine Valley than the

IOC survey. This is predictable, however, because the regional

survey focused more heavily on areas with permanent water

sources in the pinyon-juniper uplands, which were preferred

locations for prehistoric habitation. In contrast, the IOC

survey areas are not close to permanent water, shelter, or the

kind of food resources available in the pinyon-juniper zone.

Eviderce from previous research suggests that Pine Valley was

utilized by prehistoric peoples from early Archaic through

Shoshone times. The diagnostic artifacts found during the IOC

ErtE
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a. ASSOCIATIONS OF SITES

Permanent Site Number
Temporary Site Number Site Type Vegetation Lan dforcm

42Be26 large lithic winterfat dune on
(MX-5C-1/1-P1) scatter alluvial

plain

42Md6O8 large lithic little alluvial
(mx-5C-3/21-P1) scatter rabbitbrush plain above

playa

42Md6O9 small lithic little alluvial
(mx-5C-3/23-Pl) scatter rabbitbrush fan

42Be27 small lithic sagebrush alluvial
(mx-5C-5/14(off)-Ml) scatter fan

b. SITE DISTRIBUTION

Landform vegetation Number

dune-playa little rabbitbrush-winterfat 3

alluvial plain little rabbitbrush-sagebrush-shadscale 7

alluvial fan little rabbitbrush-sagebrush-shadscale 14

Total sites and isolates 24

LANDFORM AND VEGETATION -
PINE VALLEY

TABLE 3-15
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survey include four projectile points which are assigned to

periods within this broad time frame. Two specimens are Rose

Spring corner-notched points, dated to early Fremont, 300-950

A.D. (Holmer and Weder, 1980). One large, side-notched projec-

tile point or hafted biface is probably Archaic (7600 B.P. -

historic). Another, untyped stemmed point may also be asso-

ciated with Archaic times.

Fremont artifacts are reported from Pine Valley, but no "clas-

sic" Fremont village sites have been discovered. Water resources

in the valley were probably not adequate to support either

horticulture or subsistence based semi-permanent villages.

Nonetheless, Fremont peoples did utilize the area, presumably

to collect the wild foods which supplied the major portion

of their diet. The Fremont occupation in Pine Valley is

reflected by temporary camping or habitation sites and isolated

artifacts.

In summary, the IOC survey in Pine Valley supports earlier

evidence that the valley had been utilized by Archaic, Fremont,

and Shoshone peoples for as long as 7600 years. The valley

floors were not permanently occupied because water, shelter, and

abundant food sources are not available. Activities in these

lowland areas were limited primarily to resource procurement,

which leaves few archeological remains. As a result, the extent

of exploitation in these areas is not readily determined.

Campsites and habitation areas are found in the pinyon-juniper

areas, which are much more attractive due to the presence of

permanent water, shelter, and food.

EErtec -- £J7 _
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Interpreted in terms of the MX regional research design, the

archeological sites and isolates recorded on the MX-IOC project

would be termed "locations". There is no evidence of camping at

any of these sites, and processing is also limited. Lithic

manufacture includes primarily later stages of reduction. The

occurrence of large lithic scatters is suggestive of resource

procurement locations which may have been visited repeatedly

(Homer et al., 1980).

3.2.3.2 Wah Wah Valley

Table 3-16 summarizes the archeological sites recorded during

the IOC survey in Wah Wah Valley. Three small lithic scatters,

seven large lithic scatters, two milling stations, one prehis-

toric campsite, and three historic campsites are included.

Thirty-eight prehistoric isolates and six historic isolates were

also recorded and have been discussed previously.

Landform and vegetation associations of sites, and site distri-

bution relative to landform and vegetation are presented in

Table 3-17. Nine (69 percent) of the recorded sites are located

in or near dunes or old lake features.

Previous research in Wah Wah Valley suggests a similar occupa-

tion and use pattern to that in Pine Valley. Campsites are

located in pinyon-juniper foothills near permanent water,

shelter, and food resources. Isolated artifacts evidence

temporary use occurring throughout the valley. As in Pine

Valley, a number of sample units were placed in upland areas

during the regional sample survey. The IOC survey, however,

E tp
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Site Number Site Type Vegetation Landform

42Be28 small lithic shadscale alluvial plain
(MX-54-1/1-PI) scatter

42Md599 small lithic shadscale alluvial plain
(MX-54-2/8-Pl) scatter
42Md600 small lithic horsebrush dune above
(MX-54-2/10-PI) scatter old shoreline
42Md6O2 large lithic shadscale alluvial fan
(MX-54-3/14-Pl) scatter
42Md601 large lithic horsebrush alluvial plain
(MX-54-CMF/3-Pl) scatter near dune
42Md6O3 large lithic horsebrush alluvial plain
(MX-54-4/8-P1) scatter
42Md598 milling horsebrush extinct lake
(MX-54-4/20-Pl) station feature on

alluvial fan
42Md6O4 large lithic horsebrush dune
(MX-54-4/20 scatter

(off)-P1)

42Md597 temporary little extinct lake
(MX-54-CMF/ camp rabbitbrush terrace

4(off)-M1)
42Md6O5 large lithic shadscale extinct
(MX-54-5/5-PI) scatter shoreline

between dunes
42Md6O6 large lithic small extinct lake
(MX-54-5/7-Pl) scatter sagebrush terrace on

alluvial fan
42Md607 large lithic sagebrush dune
(MX-54-5/18-Pl)

Landform Vegetation Number

dune-playa-lake feature horsebrush-shadscale-little 16
rabbitbrush-sagebrush

alluvial plain winterfat-shadscale- 23
little rabbitbrush

alluvial fan little rabbitbrush-winterfat 12

Total sites and isolates 51

MX SITING INVESTGATION
OEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

9MO/AFRCE-MX

LANDFORM AND VEGETATION -
WAH WAH VALLEY

TABLE 3.17
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focused upon the lowland, valley floor areas, where a number

of sites, and isolates were recorded. Overall, the previous

research indicated more intensive prehistoric utilization of

Pine Valley, but the IOC survey resulted in twice as many sites

being recorded in Wah Wah Valley as compared to Pine Valley (51

in Wah Wah Valley/24 in Pine Valley).

Water, especially permanent sources, is an important factor in

site location for people inhabiting a desert environment such as

the Great Basin. Permanent streams, springs, and lakes were

attractive, not only for water, but also for the association of

plants and animals which occurred near sources of water. Within

the Great Basin, locations around lake margins are known to have

been heavily utilized by prehistoric peoples. The sites in Wah

Wah Valley, including lithic scatters, milling stations, and one

temporary camp, are primarily located in reference to extinct

lake features. These features are associated with the sizeable

Wah Wah Valley Hardpan (playa) and Sevier Lake.

A large freshwater lake (Lake Gunnison) occupied the Sevier

Desert until the drying trend at the end of the Pleistocene. At

that time, Sevier Lake became the terminal lake for the Sevier

River system (Currey and James, 1981). Today, Sevier Lake

contains standing water seasonally. Rudy (1953) notes that

irrigation has diverted much water from the Sevier River, and

thus from Sevier Lake. In the past, when a lake, or perhaps a

seasonal lake occupied the now dry playa, prehistoric groups may

have established temporary camps or resource procurement sites

near the water. The season or frequency of this occupation

- Ertec
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cannot be ascertained without more research; the paleoenviron-

ment of Sevier Lake is only beginning to be understood (Currey

and James, 1981). Given that two milling stations are recorded,

summer seed-gathering may be suggested.

Prior to the IOC survey in Wah Wah Valley, only one diagnostic

artifact, an Eastgate projectile point dating to early Fremont

times (500-800 A.D.) was known (Holmer and Weder, 1980). Five

projectile points recorded during the IOC survey include: two

Elko corner-notched points (Archaic, 7600 B.P. - historic);

another possible Elko series point; one Humboldt Concave Base

(early Archaic, 7600-6100 B.P.); and the distal fragment of a

small (arrow) projectile point, which could be Archaic, Fremont,

or Shoshone. While data are still limited, the occupation in

Wah Wah Valley is western Archaic, with Fremont and Shoshone

presence suggested, but not confirmed.

To summarize, the IOC survey in Wah Wah Valley reveals a number

of possible lake-related sites in the vicinity of Sevier Lake

and the Wah Wah Valley Hardpan. These sites suggest various

stages of lithic reduction activities, resource processing

(seeds), and temporary camping on the valley floor. Previous

research has suggested a pattern of upland, pinyon-juniper

sites, with limited temporary activities on the valley floor.

When combined with previous data, the IOC survey information

presents a more complete picture of the utilization of resources

in Wah Wah Valley. The evidence indicates Western Archaic

occupation, and probably early Archaic as well. Fremont and
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Shoshone presence is inferred, but may have been limited in the

valley. While the recorded sites are numerous, they are indivi-

dually small and seemingly "insignificant." When viewed in the

broader sense, they describe an important aspect of prehistoric

occupation in Wah Wah Valley.

In the terms of the regional research design, the majority of

the sites and isolates in Wah Wah Valley can be considered

locations. The one temporary camp and the milling stations are

probably field camps, as camping and resource processing are

indicated. Some of the other sites evidencing various stages of

lithic reduction may also be field camps, although data are too

limited to make this determination.
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4.0 NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES RECOMMENDATIONS

The cultural resources discovered during the Pine and Wah Wah

IOC survey are discussed below in terms of their potential

National Register eligibility.

4.1 NATIONAL REGISTER CRITERIA FOR ELIGIBILITY

To qualify for the National Register of Historic Places, a

cultural property must meet one of the criteria for significance

established by the President's Advisory Council on Historic

Preservation. The following criteria are used to evaluate

potential entries to the National Register:

The quality of significance in American history,
architecture, archeology, and culture is present in
districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects
that possess integrity of location, design, setting,
materials, workmanship, feeling, and association,
and:

(1) That are associated with events that have made a
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our
history; or

(2) That are associated with the lives of persons

significant in our past; or

(3) That embody the distinctive characteristics of
a type, period, or method of construction, or that
represent the work of a master, or that possess high
artistic values, or that represent a significant and
distinguishable entity whose components may lack
individual distinction; or

(4) That have yielded, or may be likely to yield,
information important in prehistory or history (36 CFR
800.10).

Normally only those pr perties at least 50 years old are eligi-

ble, unless they are of exceptional importance.

- ErtaC
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4.2 PINE VALLEY

It is unlikely that any of the cultural resources discovered

during the IOC survey of Pine Valley would qualify for the

National Register of Historic Places. Twenty-eight of the

resources consist of isolated artifacts: 20 are prehistoric

isolates and 8 are historic isolates including one section

marker. Although the distribution pattern of these artifacts

may provide some data on the prehistoric and historic utiliza-

tion of Pine Valley, it is unlikely that any isolated artifact

can provide significant information by itself.

Only 4 lithic scatters were discovered in Pine Valley. Two are

small lithic scatters [less than 537.9 square feet (50 m2 )] both

of which consist of only unmodified flakes and which contain no

diagnostic artifacts. The 2 large lithic scatters also consist

only of unmodified flakes and contain no diagnostics. Based on

surface observations, it appears that these sites can provide

only limited information on the prehistory of Pine Valley and

would not qualify for the National Register. However, subsurface

testing would be necessary to determine their actual potential.

4.3 WAH WAH VALLEY

Only one of the sites recorded in Wah Wah Valley is likely to

qualify for the National Register of Historic Places. This

site is the temporary camp 42Md597, which contains two possible

hearths, lithic reduction flakes, and a small projectile point.

Subsurface testing would be necessary, however, to determine its

actual potential.
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There were 44 isolated artifacts discovered, 6 historic and 38

prehistoric. As noted previously, even though these isolated

artifacts can provide important information on the prehistoric

and historic occupation of Wah Wah Valley, they would not

qualify for the National Register.

There were 10 lithic scatters discovered in Wah Wah Valley; 3

small and 7 large ones. These are all low density and contain

fewer than 30 artifacts. Diagnostic artifacts were found at 2

of the sites. These scatters do not appear to have any depth

and it is unlikely that they would qualify for the National

Register.

Neither of the 2 milling stations discovered in Wah Wah Valley

would be eligible, as they include only one isolated metate

fragment and one mano fragment associated with a biface. These

sites can provide data on nature of resource exploitation in the

valley but individually they would not qualify for the National

Register.
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5.0 MITIGATION RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 AVOIDANCE MITIGATION RECOMMENDATIONS

Avoidance mitigation was recommended for two units in Pine

Valley and four units in Wah Wah Valley which contained archeo-

logical sites. Archeological sites recommended for avoidance

are listed in Table 5-1. No historic sites found within the

survey areas were determined to be significant enough to require

avoidance.

a. Pine Valley

Neither of the archeological sites recommended for avoidance in

Pine Valley meet the criteria for significance listed in Table

3-1. Interpreted within a regional framework, however, the two

lithic scatters in Pine Valley increase in significance. As

these lithic scatters are the only sites known from the floor of

Pine Valley, they can offer significant information about the

pattern of prehistoric activity.

b. Wah Wah Valley

The two large lithic scatters in Wah Wah Valley contain a

variety of lithic manufacture by-products and occur on extinct

shorelines. Depth is suggested at least one of these sites. In

general, however, the sites recommended for avoidance do not

meet significance criteria in Table 3-1. Within a regional

framework, however, the sites gain importance because little

research has been conducted in Wah Wah Valley, and that has not

explored the possibility of lake-associated sites.

- Ertoic
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Valley Unit Archeological Site

Pine Valley: MX-5C-1/1 42Be26 large lithic scatter

MX-5C-3/21 42Md6O8 large lithic scatter

Wah Wah Valley: MX-54-CMF/3 42Md601 large lithic scatter

P12 milling station

MX-54-4/8 42Md6O3 large lithic scatter

MX-54-5/5 42Md6O5 large lithic scatter

MX-54-5/7 42Md606 large lithic scatter

I X SITING INVESTIGATION

E~tB.~OEPARTMENT OF TME AIR FORCE
f~m m, ww :m~ i MOIAFRCE-MX

UNITS RECOMMENDED FOR
AVOIDANCE MITIGATION

TABLE 5-1
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5.2 RESITINGS

a. Pine Valley

In Pine Valley unit MX-5C-1/1 was resited to avoid archeological

site 42Be26. Due to engineering constraints however, MX-5C-3/21

could not be moved, and archeological site 42Md6O8 could not be

avoided. Through discussions with the Bureau of Land Management

(Fike, 1981) it was determined that no avoidance mitigation was

necessary.

b. Wah Wah Valley

Units MX-54-5/5 and MX-54-5/7 were relocated to avoid archeolo-

gical sites 42Md605 and 42Md6O6, respectively. Unit MX-54-4/8,

which contains site 42Md6O3, could not be moved, due to con-

straints imposed by its location relative to other shelter

sites. However, through discussions with Bureau of Land Manage-

ment personnel it was determined that no avoidance was necessary

for the site. In the case of unit MX-54-CMF/3, a rearrangement

of road patterns, necessitating relocation of all clustev main-

tenance facilities was proposed. Ns a result CMF/3 was not

resited, but may be relocated at a future date.

5.3 LIMITATIONS OF AVOIDANCE MITIGATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR

FUTURE WORK*

The IOC cultural resources survey project was a test case and

several limitations in the methodology can be discussed. The

most important of these limitations is that avoidance as a

* These limitations and recommendations have been developed
through discussions with Richard Hanes, BLM Nevada State
Archeologist.
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principal means of mitigating impacts to cultural resource sites

is not expected to be sufficient in all situations.

A second limitation is that determining site significance and

making mitigation recommendations on a case-by-case basis may

not be sufficient. The significance of any given archeological

site can be assessed only in relation to other resources in the

area. Because these surveys were the most intensive ever

carried out in the valleys, there was little prior information

on which to evaluate the resources and determine significance.

Thus, making recommendations for avoidance on a site-by-site

basis was difficult.

* IFor example, in both Pine and Wah Wah Valleys, there were no

sites found that met the BLM criteria for avoidance. However,

because so few sites were known from those areas or found during

the survey, the large lithic scatters can be considered quite

important and avoidance mitigation was recommended. This could

not be evaluated until the entire valley had been surveyed. It

is therefore suggested that recommendations for relocating units

be based on an assessment of regional resources, after analysis

of a valley is complete, rather than on a site-by-site basis.

It is also recommended that the list of criteria be considered

the baseline for those sites that should be avoided if possible

but that it be revised to allow for the avoidance of other site

types when they are considered particularly important. In cases

where avoidance is not possible other forms of mitigation, such

Ertec
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as excavation or systematic surface collection, should be

employed.

Another limitation in determining the significance of resources

discovered during the survey is that no systematic surface

collection or subsurface testing was carried out. It is recom-

mended that follow-up studies be conducted prior to construction

activities. During this phase, a sample of each type of site

should be systematically collected and tested, allowing for the

development of more effective mitigation plans for specific

sites and site types.

Finally, the issue of Native American concerns were not ad-

dressed as part of the initial scope of study for this project,

although presently plans for such are being formulated. Studies

should include determinations of significance relative to the

Native American Religions Freedom Act and to the National Regis-

ter of Historic Places. This should be done at the beginning of

or concurrently with the field survey so that Native American

input can be considered in National Register of Historic Places

determinations of archeological sites, and so important non-

archeological sites can be effectively mitigated.
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IN REPLY REFER TO

.United States Department of the Interior

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Nevada State Office
300 Booth Street
P.O. Box 12000

Reno, Nevada 89520

September 12, 1980

Subject: Archaeological Site Significance---Nevada/Utah MX-IOC Areas

The following statements describe the types of sites that shall require
avoidance recommendations based on the ground rules presented by Air Force
representatives at the August 12, 1980 Reno meeting. Briefly, those rules
state that this project is a "dry-run" test case to determine the feasibility
of the systems design to avoid all sites requiring such action. Consequently,
data recovery is to be limited only to small site diagnostics that may
establish temporal occupation periods or cultural affiliation. Formulation
of mitigation strategies and implementation of the Nevada small site collection
policy is not appropriate at this time.

Prehistoric

1. Sites exhibiting a high likelihood of depth (e.g. dune sites, sites
located on alluvial fans exhibiting high densities of chipped stone
artifacts or hearth features).

2. Isolated features which demonstrate a possibility of depth (e.g.

caches partially exposed by deflation)

3. Rockshelters immediately exposed to project location.

4. Rock art sites.

5. Large lithic scatters containing temporally diagnostic artifacts
or artifacts indicative of specific cultural affiliations, multi-
component sites, or sites composed of discrete multiple activity
areas.

6. Burial sites

7. Rock alignments and cairns

Historic

1. Structures greater than 50 years of age (e.g. ranches, ore mills)

2. Multi-component or multiple activity sites (e.g. mining camps or towns)
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3. Mining developments (e.g. shafts, addits)

4. Cemeteries

S. Road or trail traces of early transportation routes.

In addition to the above prehistoric and historic site type listings,
unusual or enigmatic anomalies should also be included.

Richard Hanes
Nevada BLM State Archaeologist
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